C.IRELAND(Aden)LTD
'1I

Camp, Aden
MANUFACTURERS'

REPRESENTATIVES

Representing
GENERAL ACCIDENT FIRE AND LIFE
ASSURANCE CORP • LTD.
HERBERT WHITWORTH LTD. (TEXTILES)
DELHi CLOTH & GENERAL MILLS CO. LTD.
C. &E. MORTON LTD.
CADBURY-FRY EXPORT DEPARTMENT
RECKITT & COLMAN LTD.
KRAFT FOODS LIMITED
BROWN & PANK
.
COUNTY PERFUMERY CO. LTD. (BRYLCREEM PRODUCTS)
J. C. ENO LIMITED
MACLEANS LTD.
BEECHAM (NORTHERN) LTD.
PRICHARD & CONSTANCE (MFG.) LTD.
(SILVIKRIN & AMAMI PRODUCTS)
REMINGTON RAND LTD.
EDISON SW AN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
HERCULES CYCLE & MOTOR CO. LTD.
JAS. WILLlAMSON & SON LTD.
WM. SINCLAIR & SONS (STATIONERS ) LTD.
TAN SAD LTD.
VONO LIMITED
S. NOTON LIMiTED (TRAVEL CASES)
WM. R. TODD & SON LTD. (PAINTS AND VARNISHES)
N. V. POLA.K & SCHWARZ, ZAANDAM
SLAZENGERS LIMITED
H. C. STEPHENS LTD. (INKS)
NUGGET POLISH CO. ( SALES) LTD.
S. F. TURNER LTD., DUDLEY
RUSH LITE BATTERIES LTD.
OLYMPIA OIL & CAKE CO. LTD.
SOCIETE DES MONTRES" WEST END" S.A.
OLLARD WESTCOMBE & CO. LTD., BIRMINGHAM
(" CAMEO" BELTS)

Telegrams: "BESSE, ADEN"

TelephQne Nos. 446, 447 and 448

A. BESSE & CO.

(ADEN)

LTD

GE.NE.RAL ME.RCHANTS • IMPORTE.RS • E.XPORTE.RS • GOVE.RNME.NT
AND BUILDING CONTRACTORS· SHIP RE.PAIRE.RS • RE.FRIGE.RAT/ON
AND RADIO E.NGINE.E.RS
Representing:
THE SHELL COMPANY OF ADEN LTD.
Owners of:
SOAP FACTORY, MOTOR REPAIR AND SERVICE STATION, etc.
Branches and Agencies at:
ETHIOPIA: Addis Ababa, Diredawa and Dessie.
ERITREA: Assab, Asmara and Massawa.
FRENCH and BRITISH SOMALI LAND : Djibouti, Berbera, etc .
SOMALIA: Mogadiscio, Bunder Kassim.
SUDAN: Port Sudan.
YEMEN:- Hodeida .
HADRAUMAUT: Mukalla, Shehr.

CONTACT tile sole (I,ents In Aden, etc.

Pro·p1rietors of:

CRESCENT

HOTE L

Modern and up-ta-date.

Said Ahmed O. Bazara & Bros.

The only one of its kind in Aden.

IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERS

Agents for:

GENERAL MERCHANTS AND COMMISSION AGENTS

Austin Motor Export Corporation.
Associated British Oil Engines.
British Ropes Ltd.
Bayer Products.
Carrier Corporation.
Chrysler Corporation.
Ciba Dyes, Chemicals and Pharmaceuticals.
Duratube and Wire Ltd.
Francolor Dyes and Chemicals.
Gilbeys Gin, Whisky, Rum, etc.
G raflex Cameras.
Goodyear Tyres and Tubes.
. Heinekens Lager Beer.
L. G. Harris and Co., Ltd.

Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd.
International Marine Radio Co., Ltd.
International Paints Ltd.
J. V. Drake and Co., Ltd.
Kodak Ltd.
Kelvinator Ltd.
Nash Kelvinator Corporation.
Philips lamps and Radios.
Marelli Fans and Electrical Equipment.
Rolleicord and Rolleiflex Cameras.
Tissot Watches.
Underwood Corporation.
Willys Overland Export Corporation.

Aden • Arabia
Telephone No. 246

Specialities ~

\

1

RADIOS

Cable Address: "ALETIHAD"

COFFEE BEANS

PERSIAN CARPETS
GHEE

. TIMBER

INDIAN CARPETS
BEDSTEADS, ETC.

r-·-------.·--·-------------·l

i

~

•

Paul Hies & Sons
(ADEN)

LIMITED

(Incorporated in Aden)
Postal Address: CRATER, ADEN.

Cable Address: "RIES," ADEN.

Telephone 361

GENERAL MERCHANTS
IMPORTERS
EXPORTERS
MANUFACTURER
REPRESENTATIVES . TRANSIT AND FORWARDING AGENTS
SURVEYING AGENTS OF THE BOARD OF FRENCH UNDERWRITERS AND
SETTLING AGENTS OF SEVERAL FRENCH INSURANCE COMPANIES
AGENTS OF THE SOUTH BRITISH INSURANCE COMPANY FOR ALL
CLASSES OF INSURANCE, INCLUDING MARINE
With Branches and Affiliated Companies in :

!~
•

,
•
•
,
...
;
,

ETHIOPIA-Addis Ababa, Dessie, Djimmah, Diredawa
FRENCH SOMALILAND-Djibouti
BRITISH SOMALILAND-Berbera, Hargeisa
YEMEN-Hodeida

•
•
,

REPRESENTING
Air Liquide (Oxygen and Acetylene Gas)
General Motors Corporation (Pontiac, Oldsmobile and G.M.C. Trucks)
Citroen Cars Ltd.
. Opel Cars Ltd.
Innocenti S.G. (Lambretta Motor Scooters)
Societe Anonyme ADdre Citroen, Paris
United States Rubber Export Co. Ltd. (Tyres and Tubes)
Dominion Rubber Co. Ltd. (Tyres and Tubes)
Frigidaire Products (Refrigerators, Water-coolers, Air-conditioning, etc.)
Solex Ltd. (Carburettors)
Eutectic Welding Alloys Co. Inc. (Welding Rods andFluxes)
Dollfus Mieg & Cie (D.M.C. Threads)
Fopex (Foca Cameras)
F. H. Biddle Ltd. (Air-conditioning Equipment)
Telefunken (Radios)
Societe Des Raffineries De Sucre Saint Louis, Marseille
Beck's Beer
Brooke's Fans

FULLY EQUIPPED WORKSHOPS AND SERVICE STATION
HIGHLY QUALIFIED EUROPEAN SUPERVISION

1
1

~
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•
•

•,

1
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,

,
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SHIPOWNERS
Atlantic Shipping Agencies, Montreal
F. Boero, Mogadiscio
Capeside Steamship Co., Ltd., London
Fearn1ey & Eger, Oslo
A. F. K1avness & Co., Ltd.
National Bulk Carriers Inc., New York
Sabean Utility Corporation
Sir William Reardon Smith & Sons, Ltd.
Sun Shipping Co., Ltd.
The Saint Line Ltd.
Union Maritime Co., Ltd., London
Wheelock Marden & Co., Ltd.
Yemen Navigation Co.
Orion Steamship Co., Ins., New York
United Towing Co.
A. L. Burbank & Co .. Ltd. New York

Biro Swan Ltd.
W. J. Bush & Co., Ltd.
Camus & Cie
Fa1k, Stad1emann & Co., Ltd.
Joshua Hoy1e & Sons, Ltd.
K1aver Holland Brewery
Macdona1d & Muir Ltd.
Toota1 Broadhurst Lee & Co., Vd.
Universal Postal Frankers Ltd.
Consolidated Pneumatic Tool & Co., Ltd.
Frigidaire Ltd.
Bowater Sales Ltd.
Rothmans Ltd.
Johnson & Phillips Ltd.
Tangyes Ltd.
General Motors Corporation (Chevro{et,
Buick, Bedford, Vauxhall)
Miche1in Tyre Co., Ltd.
J oseph Lucas & Co., Ltd.
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd.
Rover Company Ltd. (Land Rover,
Rover 75)

AIRWAYS DEPARTMENT
General Sales and Handling Agencies:
Air India International, Air France,
Misrair

INSURANCE COMPANIES
The London Assurance (Fire, Marine and
Accident)
Employer's Liability Assurance Corp.,
, Ltd.
Gresham Life Assurance Society Ltd.

ALL MECHANICAL REPAIRS UNDERTAKEN, INCLUDING PETROL
AND DIESEL ENGINES, RADIO, ETC.
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Handling Agencies:
Air Djibouti, K.L.M. (Royal Dutch Air·,
lines) Yemen air Lines

I

Correspondents and Booking Agents:
Aden Airways, B.O.A.C., and all Principal Airlines

:
,

..

MITCHELL COTTS

,

& COMPANY (MIDDLE EAST) LTD

,

VIRGINIA HOUSE, MAALA, ADEN

•

Welding Equipment, Refrigeration Equipment and Servicing

I

TELEPHONES,
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THE

Known throughout the world as the G.E.C., The General Electric Company Limited
of England are the largest electrical manufacturers in Great Britain. They supply

HALAL SHIPPING CO. LlD
CABLES:

"HALAL," ADEN. "BESSE," ADEN

Managing Agents: A. BESSE & CO. (ADEN) LTD.

offers freight and passenger services

single items of electrical equipment, or complete electrical installations on the largest
scale for any purpose concerned with the generation, transmission, distribution, or
utilization of electric power. Their experience and advice, and also the full range
of G.E.C. products, are available in Aden through their agents:
THE ARABIAN TRADING CO. LTD.

FROM ADEN AND THE RED SEA TO ALL PORTS OF THE WORLD
Registered Office:
106 WESTON STREET, LONDON, S.E.l
SHIPOWNERS

~

CHARTERERS . FREIGHT CONTRACTORS • LIGHTERMEN
STEVEDORES • WAREHOUSEMEN
SHIPPING, FORWARDING, CLEARING, CARGO SURVEYING AND
SUPERINTENDING AGENTS
Agents for:
Agence Maritime Internationale
American Export Lines Inc.
American President Lines
Anglo-Saxon Petroleum Co. Ltd.
East Asiatic Co. Ltd., Copenhagen
Eagle Oil & Shipping Co. Ltd.
Glen Line Ltd.
Holland-oost-azie Lijn
India Steamship Co. Ltd.
Parry Lines [nc.
Swedish Ea!it Asia Co. Ltd.
W. A. Souter & Co. Ltd.
\Vaterman Steamship Corp.
With. Wilhelmsen, etc.

Branches and Agencies
ALEXANDRIA: D. C. Pitellos & Co.
ASSAB :
A. Besse & Co,
BERBERA :
A. Besse & Co.
BEYROUTH : H. Chidiac & Co.
DJEDDA:
The Saudi Arabian
Markets
DJIBOUTI :
Halal Shipping Co. Ltd.
HODEIDA :
A. Besse & Co.
MASSA W A :
Halal Shipping Co. Ltd.
MOGADISCIO: A. Besse & Co.
MOMBASA:
Steamship & General
Agencies Ltd.
MUKALLA :
Abdurazak
Ahmedbhoy & Co.
PORT SUDAN: Ahmed Said Baasher
PORT SAID: I Wm. Stapleton & Sons
SUEZ:

Illustrated is a
20,000 kv, 3 phase
transformer, fitted
with 132 kv onload tap ch anger,
as supplied by
G.E.C. to
The British
Electrical
Authority.

WORKSHOPS
Repairs of every description to ships hulls, engines and boilers under fully qualified
European supervision

DRYDOCK
Length: 347ft.

Breadth: 69ft.
WELDI~G

Draft on Sill: 18ft.

Lifting Capacity: 2,000 tons

EQUIPMENT AND ELECTRIC LIGHTING

Agents for: International Paints Ltd., Fairmile Construction Co. Ltd., Ferguson & Timpson
Ltd., General Superintendence Co. Ltd.

6

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY LIMITED OF ENGLAND
7
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ADEN

Tel.: Kaiky

Phone 262

MUN(JUERJEE EDULJEE MANE(JKJEE
Sole Proprietor :

KAIKY MUNCHERJEE

I

Shipchandlers and General Merchants
since 1840
SUPPLIERS OF PROVISIONS, DECK AND ENGINE ROOM STORES
TO ALL MERCHANT SHIPPING
F or more than a hundred years the P & 0 Flag
Shipchandlers to all shipping agencies operating in Aden

has been seen in the Port of Aden, since in 1843
the 2,000 ton "HINDOSTAN" called for the

CONTRACTORS TO A LARGE NUMBER OF BRITISH, NORWEGIAN, DANISH, SWEDISH,

first time.

DUTCH, ITALIAN, GERMAN, FRENCH AND AMERICAN SHIPOWNERS

Today liners of 15,000 tons to 28,000 tons call
Exclusive suppliers to the French, Italian and Dutch Navies

regularly en route to Europe or eastwards to India )
Ceylon, Australia, Malaya and China.

Sole Agents and Stockists:

HAMPEL~S

MARINE PAINTS (Copenhagen)

Holder of decorations in recognition of meritorious services in the past
from the following:
1. H.M. QUEEN VICfORIA- January 1877-Certificate of Honour
2. EMPEROR NAPOLEON ID OF FRANCE- February 1863- GOLD MEDAL
3. FRENCH GOVERNMENT-December 1947-0RDER OF
" NICHAN-IFTIKHAR "

PENINSULAR AND ORIENTAL STEAM NAVIGATION co.
122 LEADEN HALL STREET, LONDON, E.C.3

HEAD OFFICE:
..

8

ADEN OFFICE: STEAMER POINT.

AGENT: MR.

9

J.

HARLEY

__--_

CORY BROTHERS &CO. LTD.
ADEN
Incorporated in Great Britain

COAL

BUNKERING

CONTRACTORS
SHIPPING

&

GENERAL

AGENTS

STEVEDORES
INSURANCE

&

SHIP

BROKERS

REPAIRERS

Bunkering throughout
the world
CORY BROTHERS
& CO. LTD.
,
(Incorporating GUERET LLEWELLYN & MERRETT LTD.)

ASSOCIATED DEPOTS AND OFFICES
BAHIA
BAHIA BLANCA
BEYROUTH
BUENOS AIRES ,
COLOMBO

GENOA
LA PLATA
LAS PALMAS
LATAKIA
MADEIRA

MADRID
MONTEVIDEO
MONTREAL
PARIS
PERNAMBUCO

PORT SAID
RIO DE JANEIRO
REGINA
SANTOS
ST. VINCENT (CVI)

SIDON
SUEZ
TANGIER
TENERIFFE
TRIPOLI

Coal & Oil Suppliel's • Bunkel'ing Contl'actol's
Shipping & Genel'al Agents

SHIPPING AGE.NCIE.S INCLUDE.
Anchor Line Limited . Bank Line Limited . Clan Line Limited . City Line Limited . Cunard White Star Limited
Ellermln & Bucknall S.S. Co. Ltd . . Hall Line Limited . H:Hrison, Thos. & Jas .. Harrison, J. & C .. Hogarth, H. & Son
RE.PRE.SE.N Tt N G
Standard Vacuum Oil Co . . 'Royal Exchange Assurance Corp .. Marine Assurance Co .. Board of Underwriters of New York
Bureau Veritas
American Bureau of Shipping
Representing POWELL DUFFRYN (AIR) LTD

"gents (or BRITISH OVERSEAS AIRWAYS CORPORATION

186
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Head Office: CORYS' BUILDINGS, CARDIFF
Telegrams: CORY, CARDIFF
London 'Office: CORYS' BUILDINGS, ST. MARY AXE,
E.C.S. Telegrams: CORY, STOCK, LONDON
Branch Offices in U.K.: Glasgow, Hull, Liverpool,
Newcastle, Newport, Mon., Port Talbot, Swansea
11

ADEN
BAHIA*
BAHIA BLANCA
BEYROUTH
BUENOS AlftES
COLOMBO
GENOA

LATAKIA
LISBON
MADRID
MONTEVIDEO
MONTREAL

PERNAMBUCO
PORT SAID*
RIO DE JANEIRO*
REGINA
ST. VINCENT (C.V.I.)*
SIDON (ZAHRANI)

TENERIFFE
TRIPOLI (LEBANON)
*Lloyd's Agents

to the East
In 1839 when England's new Queen, Victoria, had been on the throne but two years and
was not yet 21, Aden-for centuries recognised as a vital centre of trade between Europe
and Asia-was annexed to British India. Fifty-five years later the National Bank of India
established a branch in the Port of Aden and, from that time forward, have been zealous
in co-operating with all who trade between Europe and the East. The National Bank of
India-through their long-standing associations-have an unrivalled knowledge of the
many problems peculiar to Eastern trading and can supply accurate irtformation on
prev~iling conditions and trends in your particular market.
Call at any National Bank of India branch; the Manager there will be happy to give you
details of the Bank's services to merchants and manufacturers.

A comprehensive banking service is available at the Bank's·
branches in
INDIA, PAKISTAN, CEYLON, BURMA, KENYA,
TANGANYIKA, ZANZIBAR, UGANDA, SOMALILAND PROTECTORATE and at CAMP AND
STEAMER POINT ADEN.

NATIONAL BANI( OF INDIA LIMITED

Courtesy: Anglo-Iranian Oil Co.

TranshipDlent at Aden
Drums of oil at Aden awaiting transhipment by Arab dhows to some of the Red Sea ports.

Head Office: 26 Bishopsgate, London, E.C.2.
Bankers to the Government in ADEN, KENY A,
UGANDA and ZANZIBAR.
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Aden Port Trust
New s Briefs frolll A.den

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Chairman:
THE HON. R . P. ERRINGTON

Members:
THE HON. P. A . P. ROBERTSON.
LIEUT-COMMDR. A. TYSON (R.N.).
WING-COMMDR. A. MILLER (R.A.F.).
MR. N. B. LAWSON.
THE HON. ABDUL J AWAD HASSANALI.
CAPTAIN R. DWYER.

THE HON. KHAN BAHADUR SIR MOHAMED ABDUL
KADIR MACKAWEE, K.B.E.
THE HON. DINSHAW H. C. DINSHAW, O.B.E.
MR. JACK HARLEY.
MR. W. T. CRUICKSHANK.
MR. I. HUGHES-JONES.

*

Officers:

Th e cover picture of this issue of THE PORT OF AD 2 N ANNUAL is a
coloured re production of the photograph which, by courtesy of the
Orient Line, formed the frontispiece of the 1951 -1952 issue.

*

The Aden Port Trust is indebted to the authors and publishers
concerned for their kind permission to reproduce th e quotations in
THEY SAY on page 34.

PORT OF ADEN ANNUAL, 1952- 1953
T RANSHIPMENT VIA ADEN
BOARD OF TRUSTEES AND OFFICERS, PORT OF ADEN
NEWS BRIEFS FROM ADEN
ADEN AIRWAYS
FAMOUS ADEN COMPANIES: CORY BROS. & CO. , LTD.
F ISHING IN THE COLONY OF ADEN ...
THOROUGHBREDS OF THE SOUTHERN OCEAN
THE ADEN SCENE (Pictures)
THEY SAY
MORE ABOUT COFFEE .. .
FLORA OF THE ADEN PROTECTORATES
K ILIMANJARO MOUNTAIN
YACHT SAILING IN ADEN
PORT OF ADEN TRAFFIC
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*

*

Mr. Getachew Bekele, under the ~ponsorship of
the Ethiopian Government, spent several months
with the Aden Port Trust to acquaint himself with
the working of a large modern port. Mr. Bekele
is a fully qualified civil engineer who will, in all
probability, be responsible for the port of Massawa
in the Red Sea when control passes to the Ethiopian Government. He was able to learn much from
his stay in Aden and the Port Trust wishes him
every success in his future appointment.

CHIEF ENGINEER - - - MR. A. GRAY, O.B.E., Assoc.M .INST.C.E.
PORT OFFICER - - - LIEUT.-COMMDR. P. L. S. BAXENDALE, R.N.R. (Rtd.)
HARBOUR MASTER - - - MR. T. T. FERGUSON.
CHIEF ACCOUNTANT - - - MR. G. H . ROBINSON, A.S.A.A ., A.A.C.C.A., A.C.I.S.
WHARF SUPERINTENDENT - - - MR. J. R ALLAN

Contents:

Prominent among the distinguished visitors who
have honoured the Port' of Aden with a visit since
the 1951-52 edition of the ANNUAL went to press was His Excellency the governor of Djibouti. The
visitor was shown all port facilities, including
Maalla wharves and workshops, and was also
taken for a tour round the harbour. The keen
interest which he displayed throughout the visit
was undoubtedly inspired by the fact that Djibouti
is also, an important port in the Red ' Sea area.

PAGE
Frontispiece 13
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27
32

34
35
38

42
46
50
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There has been a rearrangement of the berthing
system in the inner harbour and a very large turning circle has been provided in the deep-water
area. The number of berths remains the same.
There are sixteen first-class berths, at fourteen of
which vessels drawing up to thirty-four feet can
be accommodated; six second-class berths are
provided for vessels drawing up to twenty-five
feet; and four third-class berths for vessels whose
draught does not exceed sixteen feet. In addition
to these designated berths, there is a large anchorage area for vessels drawing up to sixteen feet.
Of the above berths, seven are oil berths where
the oiling arrangements are in the hands of the
B.P. (Aden) Co., L td. An additional berth has
been converted to an oil berth and will shortly
go into commission for operation by the same
company. On the north side of the harbour there
a,re three oil berths where oiling is carried out by
Caltex Oil (Aden) , L td. I n the near future an
additional berth on this side will also be converted for use by this company. Additional tankage is being provided by both companies. The
15

amount of oil now handled is about two and a half
million tons per year and continues to increase.

*

*

*

The Port Trust Development Scheme is now
being implemented. Construction of the new coal
wharf at the Rubble Mound has begun. When this
1,000-foot wharf has been completed, all coal will
be stored there instead of on the wharves at the
south side. The layout of the Maalla-Hedjuff
area has been agreed and estimates are now being
prepared for a 1,200-foot extension to Maalla
Wharf, which will accommodate vessels drawing
up to eighteen feet, new lighterage wharves,
wharves for workshops and ship-repair facilities,
etc. An extensive dredging programme is part of
the scheme, and the dredged spoil will be used for
reclamation purposes. Considerable land will be
reclaimed mainly in the Maalla-Hedjuff area.
A contract for the construction of 183 houses for
Port Trust employees is now being negotiated and
plans are being prepared for additional housing.
At Maalla Wharf the installation of a modern
electric lighting system, embodying sodium lighting for the wharf and cargo-handling area and
fluorescent lighting in the sheds, has just been
completed. Three additional mobile diesel-electric
cranes have been ordered .
The Port Trust harbour fleet is being enlarged
to deal with the increased traffic of the port. Two
new tugs, the larger being 1,200 I .H.P., with Kort
nozzles are now being built in the United Kingdom, also one pilot launch and two mooring
launches.
The port is fortunate to have the salvage vessel
Protector stationed at"Aden. However deplorable,
occasional accidents and disasters to shipping are
inevitable, and the Protector is a valuable addition
to the port facilities and does much good work. It
has been responsible for salvaging several vessels
which would otherwise have become total losses.
Aden struck the international headlines last June
when the small tanker Rose Mary, with a disputed cargo of oil from Persia, came into the port
and was detained there pending settlement of legal
issues. The dispute concerned the claim of the
Anglo-I ranian Oil Co ., Ltd ., to oil from Abadan.

I
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Aden
Airways

Somaliland territories, Eritrea, the Sudan, Saudi
Arabia and Egypt.
From the very start, the network proved successful, both in the service rendered to the community and Government and in the revenues
earned. Three services weekly were run to Cairo,
connecting with B.O.A.C. lines to the Far East
and the United Kingdom, and one weekly to
Nairobi, the latter freeing the R.A.F. from an
obligation to keep this link open.
With the abolition of war-time restrictions and
the provision of roomy and well-appointed DC-3
aircraft to replace the Lodestars arid the old
machines of a private company, the public could
now rely upon a regular and efficient air service,
and trade soon began to increase along the route.
Traffic flourished between Aden and Ethiopia,
and, in addition to the two scheduled services per
week to Addis Ababa, a number of extra aircraft
had to be run each week to meet the demands of
merchants who preferred to send their consignments
by air rather than by the slow and uncertain sur-:face transport. Such cargoes as motor-cars, motorcycles, engines and spare parts were soon being

sent by air, and the new era, prophesied in the
report of the B.O.A.C. survey, party, had arrived.
Towards the end of the year the old R.A.F.
runway had been extended and an air service had
been started to the hinterland plateau of Mukeiras,
and renewed interest was evoked in its possibilities
as a hill station and sanatorium for Aden. Building
began, largely inspired by the example of Mr.
J awad Hasanali, a prominent citizen of the colony,
who chartered aircraft each week fromB.O.A.C.
to fly up the materials for the construction of his
summer house. Jeeps and motor-cycles, diesel
engines and pumps, window frames, kerosene,
radio sets, western piece goods and many other
commodities began to fly from Aden to Mukeiras.
The secret of this successful service lay not only
in the time saved and the safety of goods in transit,
but in the fact that, taking all factors into consideration, the cost of air transportation was (far
ahead of its time) actually competing with, if not
under-cutting, that of time-honoured surface transport. Meanwhile, the Government began the construction of a rest house at Mukeiras, and the flow
of short-leave traffic to the hills thus started. The

Courtesy: B.o.A.C.
Thc air freight has arrived, and an auction is held in the
airport hangar at Adcll.

"LTHOUGH Aden Airways, Ltd., did not start
n.
independent operations until October 1949,
the routes known as the Red Sea Services,

the fact that, although the war had been over for
three years, the priority system of travel still prevailed.
Consequently, the Ministry of Civil Aviation,
in 1947, asked B.O.A.C.to send out a technical
party to survey the operat!onal and commercial
requirements of the Red Sea and Horn of Africa
territories. This survey was carried out by the
present managing director of the Company (Mr.
R. de Graaff Hunter), together with Mr. R. M.
Hilary, who was then B.O.A.C. manager for the
Middle East. By January 1948 Mr. de Graaff
Hunter was already back in Aden with six Douglas
DC-3 twenty-one-seater aircraft belonging to
B.O.A.C. These were technically based on Cairo
to run the Red Sea services on strictly peacetime
lines. This unit was intended to revive a commercial air link, extinct for the past eight years,
between Aden and East Africa, Ethiopia, the three

formerly run from Cairo by B.O.A C., and the
basis of the Company's present network, were in
fact begun in January 1948. Dating from Air Chief
Marshal Tedder's rule of the air over the Middle
East, "military" flights had provided Aden with
a twice-weekly Lodestar service via Asmara to
, Khartoum, through · which the main arteries of
B.O.A.C. flowed.
.The Lodestar was a fast and hardy little aircraft
which, however, had only twelve seats and little or
no space for freight. Official traffic was satisfactorily carried by these aircraft, but little attention
was given to the needs of commerce. Even surface
transport was still hopelessly congested, and merchants and traders found it increasingly difficult
to 'fulfil orders. They were particularly irritated by
16

Weighing passengers and freight at Mukeiras before a flight to Aden.
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Courtesy: B.O.A.C.

expected to provide a fleet of aircraft, each costing hundreds of thousands of pounds, with a comparatively short span of life, having high running
expenses to bear and .a big organization to maintain-all this to be virtually placed on the same
cost basis as an Aden dhow.
It was possible at this time to run a DC-3 aircraft at 3!d, per passenger mile without incurring
loss, provided that thirty-two passengers were
carried each way, i.e. sixty-four passengers for the
round trip. It would, of course, be necessary to
build ' up the frequency of service if a fare policy
of "little and often" was to be profitable. The
gamble was, however, worth taking in the interests
of development. The AdenjMukalla fare was
therefore slashed by two-thirds; selected aircraft
were modified to accommodate thirty-two passengers, and the frequency of the service was doubled
to provide a weekly service. This gave the public
a fair incentive to travel by air instead of by
dhow.
, The experiment was soon successful, and the
services have since been operating to full capacity
with steadily increasing frequency--first with three
services a fortnight, then with two per week, now
with up to nine or ten per fortnight and sometimes even more.
The Company then approached influential merchants from both the Quaiti and Kathiri states of

cool plateau was at long last to be utilized by the
community of the' hot and humid Colony 7,500
feet below.
Soon after the success of the Mukeiras venture and its demonstration of the value of air services to the Protectorate, the Agricultural Department of the Government, under the far-sighted
director, Mr. Brian Hartley, made an agreement
with Aden Airways for a series of weekly flights
into Beihan, carrying men, fuel oil, agricultural
equipment, pumps and foodstuffs. The flights
were in the nature of development operations
designed to open up the hinterland of the Colony.
Special terms were therefore granted by Aden Airways to the Government and the project went
ahead apace.
Meanwhile, the fortnightly service which had
been started to Mukalla (Riyan) had not been
doing very well. It was said that the fare was too
high at Shs. 225 j - for the 300-mile journey. Although the need for this service was admitted, the
Hadhramis were unprepared to patronize it unless, as in the case of the fare to Mukeiras, transportation costs were brought down to compete with
those of the alternative route by sea.
Of the forty-two seats then offered each week
for the return journey, seldom were more than ten
filled, excepting perhaps during the height of the
monsoon.
Thus, to compete with the primitive sea transport along the Hadhramaut coast, little changed
since before the· time of Christ, th~ airline was

the Hadhramaut valley. Their argument was that
if Mukalla could have a successful air service
almost as cheaply as by sea, why not the Hadhramaut valley itself? Their lands lay some 180 to
250 miles due north of Mukalla in the interior of
Arabia and on the fringe of the Rub el Khali, " the
Empty Quarter." The inhabitants of Shimbam,
Saiun, Tarim and Minwakh were all consumers of
goods from the outside world and, to an extent,
dependent upon them. Many who live in this
strangely primitive yet enlightened WaIt-Disney
land are wealthy, and their need for safe and
reliable transportation is great.
After many reciprocal visits and discussions
wiJh the local ruler and his counsellors, work
parties were organized, and before very long the
ex-R.A.F. landing strip at Qutn was recovered
from the sand and extended to make a suitable
bush-landing strip for the western part of the territory.
A weekly air service was eventually started and
soon proved itself a welcome innovation. It was
freely used by the Hadhramis, and the volume
of traffic flowing between Aden and this fantastic
valley mounted each week. Motor-cars, motorcycles, cycles, petrol, oil, lamps, kitchen-ware,
goods from Japan and Manchester, tinned foodstuffs from Australia and Argentina, fresh food-

stuffs from Eritrea and Ethiopia, all were to be
found among t~e air freight now freely passing
10,000 feet above the trackless country between
Aden and the Hadhramaut. These wares, together
with thirty or more nonchalant travellers, would
be deposited on the loose sand, literally on the bed
of the watercourse, two hours after dispatch from
Aden.
Since much of this traffic was intended for the
Kathiri state, dues were levied on the goods
driven across the frontier from the Quaiti state,
adjacent to which lay the air-strip of Qutn. This
delighted the Quaitis but did not please the
Kathiris. Soon a clamour started from Saiun and
Tarim in the adjoining state: they wanted their
own air-strip and were prepared to pay for it.
A further sequence of envoys, deliberations and
promises on both sides resulted in Mr. R. de
Graaff Hunter, accompanied by his chief technical
adviser, Captain R. S. Colvin, setting off by truck
from the coast to find, somewhere in the Kathiri
state, a stretch of sand suitable for the provision
of another landing strip. Cheap and almost ' unlimited local labour was available, but a need for
raw materials from the outside would have been
an insuperable obstacle. Two thousand yards of
flat, hard runway are required by Aden Airways
freighter aircraft in hot, sandy places like the
Hadhramaut. To find an area suitable for the laying out of such a landing strip took the pioneering
party no little time.

A contrast of the ancient and the modern.
The old water well at work, Mukeiras.
Courtesy: B,O.A ,C,

Courtesy: B ,O.A ,C,
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B.O.A.C. enterprise, it was felt by the Board of
the Corporation that this network should now be
allowed legally to assume the name of the Colony
to which it had devoted so much attention and
energy. Hence, in March 1949, Aden Airways,
Ltd., was legally formed and registered in the
Colony with an authorized share capital of
£225,000. The founder members of the Company
were Mr. V. K. Joshi and the present managing
director. In October 1949 the Company took over
the operations, previously the responsibility of
B.O.A.C., under its own board of directors,
consisting of the late M. Antonin Besse, chairman, Mr. R. de Graaff Hunter, managing
director, and Mr. V. K. Joshi, Mr. A. J. Hasanali, and Mr. R. H. Maxwell, directors. Mr.
Maxwell had now taken the place of Mr. R. M.
Hilary in Cairo. Unhappily, in 1951, Mr. Besse
died during a visit to Scotland, and the chairman
of B.O.A.C., Sir Miles Thomas, took his place
as chairman of Aden Airways. Mr. Whitney W.
Straight was appointed vice-chairman.
The Company has consistently shown a profit
and has had an accident-free record during its five
years of operation in the Red Sea and Horn of
Africa territories.
The latest development is the introduction of a
weekly B.O.A.C. four-engined Hermes service
operating from Nairobi to London through Aden,
Cairo and Rome, thus providing Aden with a fast
and comfortable service to both north and south.
The service was introduced by B.O.A.C. at the
request of Aden Airways, whose fleet of six
Dakotas, being eminently suitable for local
operations, are now becoming increasingly
occupied in local work. As the traffic of
the Colony develops to the United Kingdom and to East Africa, this weekly Hermes
service will be increased to two, three and
four times a week, according to requirements. Meanwhile, Aden Airways can better
concentrate on the development of local air
services, for which its Dakota aircraft have
recently been modified to accommodate
forty passengers or to uplift over three tons
of cargo, or a combination of the two as
the case may demand. Later, when domestic
routes have been sufficiently developed,
they will be replaced by more modern aircraft of a suitable type. This replacement
will be no easy matter, for a better aircraft
than the Dakota for the type of work
envisaged has not yet been made.

An area was eventually chosen in the vicinity of
Tarim, and work on levelling and hardening the
surface began and was soon completed. And so
the second landing strip, known by the old R.A.F.
name of Guraf, was laid and brought into regular
use. Buildings were quickly erected by the State
for the accommodation of goods and travellers.
The patronage shown by the Hadhramis is most
encouraging and traffic continues to increase.
Great credit goes to the people of the Hadhramaut, who are largely responsible for the success
of these services. They themselves have asked and
paid for them, for they well realize the importance of their air communications. They charge no
landing fees and do not try to recoup their capital
expenditure from the airline. They are aware of
the gain which rapid communications give in
numerous hidden ways, and they are wise enough
to be satisfied.
Rapid and remarkable advancement may be
looked for in the near future. There wiIl be the
development and progress of the peoples themselves. There wiIl be benefits from modern
machinery, learning and experience. This will promote the further utilization of their lands for basic
agriculture, and from this must spring greater
wealth and security.
So much progress having been made as a
Unconventional notice board at the airport, Kamaran
Island, Red Sea.
Courtesy: B.O.A.C.
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Famous Aden Companies

Cory Brothers & Co. ·Ltd.
N 1842 a master and owner of a small coasting
vessel, trading between Cardiff and Ireland,
started a shipbroking and coal-exporting business at Cardiff Docks under the style of Richard
Cory and Sons. The business prospered and was
carried on by two of his sons, who, succeeding
their father, traded under the name of John and
Richard Cory.
In 1871 offices were opened by them in London,
Liverpool and Newcastle. By 1884 it had become
apparent that in order to maintain a regular supply
of coal for export the Company would have to
acquire collieries in South Wales. This policy was
adopted and its expansion pursued until just before
nationalization~ when they had a coal output of
2,000,000 tons per annum.
It was soon realized that, as trade routes were
being established to the Colonies and to other
countries, coal would be needed for vessels and
industrial purposes along the routes of communication, and to meet these requirements the partner-
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ship, then known as Cory Brothers and Company,
opened a chain of depots and connections until
they were established at fifty-three ports of call,
including Aden, where, in 1875, the Company
bought out the interests of the Benecke family,
who had for many years been their representative
in the Aden area.
So much have the activities of Aden Depot
increased that to-day it maintains a large fleet of
tugs, steel lighters, launches and well-equipped
workshops, both for the upkeep of their own craft
and for the effecting of repairs to ships.
As an example of the work undertaken, a typically successful repair was carried out in 1944
when a Norwegian tanker carrying a full cargo of
fuel oil for the Admiralty was torpedoed in the
Gulf of Aden. She was towed to the outer harbour and with her cargo was considered a total
loss as she was drawing 14 feet forward, 43 feet
amidships, and 13 feet aft. The vessel was, literally, in two halves, and divers reported that only

The shipping anchorage, Aden.
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Photo: B.O.A.C.

for Norway. He is also correspondent of the Board
who do not possess a floating plant of their own.
of Underwriters of New York, non-exclusive surIn 1946 a trading division was established in the
veyor to the American Bureau of Shipping, and
depot and, through the company's head offices in
represents the Bureau Veritas.
Great Britain, obtained the franchise from many
As agt:;nts for the Socony-Vacuum Oil Comleading British manufacturers of heavy machinery
pany, Inc., Cory Brothers maintain their own
and lighter types of equipment, much of which has
petrol-filling and service stations at various points
found a ready market in Aden, including tractors
in the peninsula, including a harbour petrol-filling
and earth-removing equipment supplied to the
station for launches.
- Agricultural Department for use by the Abyan
Aden being an important port of transhipment
Board.
for the Middle East, Cory Brothers are called
The Aden office also represents Powell Duffryn
upon to handle large quantities of cargo and the
(Air), Ltd., who act as agents for the chief air
supply of coal bunkers, maintaining a twenty-fourlines of the world, dealing with both air-freight
hour service. Another important ' aspect of the
and passenger booking for the local air lines.
Company's activities is the supply of fresh water to
Through the services of this particular branch,
shipping. Water is transported in their water boats
passengers may obtain complete itineraries for air
from the Government waterpoint and pumped, by
travel to all par-ts of the world.
means of the water boats' own pumps, into the
The inclusion in 1942 of Cory Brothers and Co.,
vessels' tanks. The Company's waterboats have a
Ltd., into the well-known group of Powell Duffryn
total capacity of 1,500 tons.
su bsidiaries provides the Aden depot with still
Cory Brothers' lighters and tugs are extensively
wider fields of activity and services, which it is
engaged in the lighterage and towage of salt, which
able to offer to commercial interests not only in
forms the largest and main industry of Aden.
Aden bu t in all parts of the world.
These craft are also hired out to ~hipping firms
E.E.G.

Photo.' Cory Bros.
R.M.S. Caronia in Aden harbour. Messrs. Cory Bros. hand 'ed all local arrangements at Aden on each of the three
recent world cruises of this famous vessel.

41 feet of bottom plating held her together. The
Company's engineers, however, were able to effect
temporary repairs of such a nature that the vessel
was eventually towed to Massawa.
Another and more recent example is that of the
oil tanker A. W. Peake, which, bound for Philadelphia with a full cargo of oil, sustained damage
to her tail shaft and subsequently lost her propeller
some 200 miles from Aden. After being towed to
the outer harbour, her cargo was transferred to
another ship and the vessel was then brought into
the inner harbour, where she was tipped for examination and survey prior to fitting the spare shaft
and propeller, the former weighing ten tons, the _
new bronze propeller being eighteen and a half
tons .
A hole was burned in the ship's side just above
the water line in order to get the damaged tail
shaft out and allow access of the spare shaft inboard for -fitting to the stern-tube bearing. The
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propeller was brought alongside in a lighter for
fitment and the necessary repairs were completed.
The hole was then sealed by electric welding, and
after undergoing a sea trial outside the harbour
the A. W. P eake proceeded to the Persian Gulf
to load a further cargo of crude oil for Philadelphia.
The Company represent some of the principal
steamship lines in the world, and their liners are
regular visitors to Aden. The R.M.S. Caronia, the
largest British vessel built since the war, called
there in 1950, 1951 and 1952 while engaged on
cruising from New York to the United Kingdom
via Indian, African, Red Sea and Mediterranean
ports. The whole of the local arrangements for
this liner were handled by Cory Brothers, whose
main office is at Steamer Point, with an office at
Hedjuff and a branch and office at Crater.
The Company's manager in Aden holds the
position of Consul for the Netherlands and Consul

Photd.' Cory Bros.
General view of Cory Brothers' wharves, godowns and workshop at Hedjuff, Aden.
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Fishing

•

ID

the Colony of Aden

one-man type, measuring little more than nine feet
N the waters surrounding the Colony th.ere are
in length, but there are others of up to thirty f~t
some of the best game fish in the world and at
in length with a crew of six men. This type of
the same time some of the best eating fish.
craft is also used in other parts of the central
Considerable sport is obtained by the use of rod
Colony area, but sambuks are not used in Crater;
and line from the shore, whether rocky or sandy,
they are found in the villages of Bureika and
and also from a small boat with good spinning
Fukom.
tackle.
To observe a typical Aden fishing community
A newcomer to Aden soon notices quantities of
a visit to either of these villages is well worth
fresh fish being carried through the streets by
while. The whole village is involved in fishing in
coolie cart or evenly balanced at each end of a
one way or another, even the young boys and the
paddle. The variety of colour, shape and size is a
women. The houses themselves are built of matstriking contrast to those fish we are used to in
ting and wood and lie back from the shore a
Europe. There are about 200 commercial species
matter of a hundred yards or so. A few store
of edible fish available in the waters of the Colony
houses are built of palm fronds in which to keep
and the majority can be caught at a distance of
fishing nets · and other tackle. The nets are made
not more than three miles from the shore.
in the villages by the women from locally bought
The fishing industry does not use large motor
twines, and they vary considerably in the size
vessels and sailing trawlers, but is dependent on
of mesh and thickness of twine. When the heavier
the hollowed-out canoes called houris and sleeknets are new they are boiled and dipped in lime
built surf boats called sambuks. These craft have
to protect the twines from the ravages of slime,
been used for many generations and are built to
which would otherwise cause them to rot.
suit the varying conditions of weather and the
The crew of a sambuk is under the captain or
close inshore type of fishing. The sambuks, being
nakhooda, who, if he is a man of substance, may
larger, can traverse the ocean if necessary; and two
have two sambuks and three or four houris. The
types are seen-the one being en!irely of a sewn
crew receive a basic wage, the married man getconstruction without a single nail holding the hardting more than the single man, plus a share in
wood planks together, and the other being nailed.
the value of the catches of fish. At the present
The former type is built to give a certain amount
time one or two houris are also being worked by
of elasticity in a· heavy sea and in surf, and it also
women, as there is a shortage of crews. These
has the added value of being able to break up
fairly easily if subjected to a heavy pounding, thus , women are capable of taking as strenuous a part
in the fishing as the men, and this also applies
causing little damage to the planks and permitto the boys, who start going to sea at a very early
ting comparatively easy reconstruction. A little
age, .and are quite proficient by the time they
maintenance is required with houris and sambuks,
reach their early teens.
particularly on the bottoms to arrest the threat of
Numerous methods of fishing are used in the
the burrowing molluscs or so-called ship worms
Colony, as the types of fish vary in numbers
and sogginess in the wood produced by general
according to the season. The -best time of year
fouling. Craft are regularly beached for the botfor the net fishermen is during the months of July
toms to be covered with shark-liver oil, which has
and August, when the south-west monsoon and
an arresting effect for about a month. In the
the up-swelling of cold water drive large shoals
application to sambuks the addition of lime preof surface fish, including tunny, to the shallow
pared locally from the burning of shells gives
coastal waters. Most fish are caught at night,
added protection and a gleaming white finish.
as the sea, accompanied by high winds, can be
Coast fishermen are to be found in almost every
quite rough during the day. The presence of fish
part of the Colony, whether it be the upper part
is often betrayed at night, when the weather is
of the Harbour, Little Aden or Khormaksar
calm, by the phosphorescence in the water; a
Beach. The most popular centres are in Crater.
net is then quickly _set around the shoal and is
Bureika and Fukom, the first being particularly
closed; the fish become disturbed and try to break
concerned with line fishing and the other two with
through and are gilled. It is not unusual to catch
net fishing. In Crater the houris are mostly of the
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(Left) A shark comes ashore at Aden.
The shark fishery begins early
in the summer and continues
through to the middle of the
winter.

(Below) fIouris at anchor, Port of Aden.
The houri is a hollowed-out canoe
ranging in length from nine to
thirty feet.
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trade in various kinds of salt fish, which are exported to the Far East and to East Africa as well
as to the nearby Protectorates. Shark fins and
beche de mer are also in demand, together with
other by-products. The fresh markets in the Colony
can absorb cl large amount of fish. Ice, in conjunction with night transport, makes up for the
lack of cold-storage facilities . Any fish surplus to
these requirements is salted for export, particularly in the months of July and August.
The fisherman is lucky in his means of livelihood in that he can consume a lot of valu-

over 1,500 fish, each of about twelve pounds in
weight, in one set of the net. The h~uri fishermen catch the same fish by trolling, i.e. by using
a spinning baited hook trailing in the water behind
the houri, which is under sailor being paddled
at about four miles an hour. Nets are also set on
the bottom of the sea in the form of a box with
a door leading into it and, if required, can be laid
in a straight wall of net to gill fish swimming
on the surface.
In the winter the sambuks are usually laid up
and the crews fish from houris with lines off the
various rocks or use fine cotton nets
for the very prolific bagha or Aden
mackerel. The ' small houri fisherman is a regular contributor to the
market and uses his hand line and
throws net all the year round. The
shark fishery is begun early in the
summer and continues through to
the middle of the winter or later if
there are small shoals of anchovy
and sardine about. I n the early part
of winter large beach nets of fine
mesh are used to take considerable
quantities of shrimps, anchovy and
sardine. When the spring comes, the
fishing tends to drop off and the
sambuks are used for handline fishing over the submerged rocks in
depths of up to 100 fathoms for
large, good-eating fish.
Aden is the centre of a great

Thoroughbreds of the Southern O.c ean

Photo ,' Shaw Savill Line
Th e m. v. Delphic, one of the handsome New Z ealand liners introduced into th e post-war Shaw Savill fle et.

" S one of the main junctions of the Empire's

When the Albion Line came on the New Zealand scene, only the outline of the Colony had
been drawn. Settlers had for some years been flowing into the country; a movement stimulated by a
well-organized emigrant control which had learned
much from the mistakes. made in the early colonization of Australia and rigidly insisted on pioneers
from proven good stock. The new Colony had
already shed its early subservience to New South
Wales, and its former national ensign had been
superseded by the Union Flag. The now-abandoned
New Zealand ensign :·had been chosen at a conference of Maoris and white settlers in 1834, and
consisted of a red St. George's Cross on a white
field and with a similar cross on a blue field, supported by four white stars, in the upper hoist.
Gold had been discovered in the Colony, with a
corresponding influx of pioneers; the Maoris had
been partly pacified, although blood had still to
be shed before they settled down alongside the
settlers in what has proved the most fruitful cooperation between different races in the story of
the whole Empire. Trade was still largely onesided, for men and goods poured into the Colony,

n. sea roads, the Port of Aden is particularly

able protein food and can enjoy the
warmth of the sun on his body. The
life of the Colony fisherman is arduous, yet rewarding if he works hard
enough; most of the worries of our
lives to-day barely affect him, which
may account for the cheerfulness we
find when we come in contact with
him along the shoreline of the
Colony.
P.D.P.

(Abov e) Bureika, ShOl1-'ing a houri (foreground) and a sambuk, described by the
author of th ese notes.
(Left) Antac (about l2lb. each ) tak en
from deep-lining grounds off Aden.
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proud to harbour ships of those lines which
pioneered the development of British ·Dominions
overseas. Their stories, notably those of Canada,
Australia and New Zealand, in relation to what
they owe to individual British shipping lines are
all too little known. The long connection of the
Shaw Savill and Albion Company, Ltd., with New
Zealand has been selected as a subject for these
notes for the reason that, although their mail
steamers use the Panama Canal and only their
freighters on the Australian service call at Aden,
the house flag was once the national ensign of the
young Dominion.
The story of Shaw Savill and Albion is one of
fierce and unremitting competition-perhaps a fitting background to a new country in whose development personal courage and individual
struggle played no little part. We must, therefore,
put the cart before the horse, if such a simile
may be permitted in an article about ships, and
begin with the former Albion Line, operated by
the famous Henderson Brothers, of Glasgow.
27

but it did not yet produce sufficient surplus for
export.
This, then, was the New Zealand to which the
first ship of Henderson's Albion Line sailed in or
about 1855. The Albion Line vessels then wore
the original house flag which, in its revised form,
has been made familiar to the Port of Aden by
Henderson's ships of to-day. It consisted of a
French Tricolour which the Company had been
allowed to adopt as a house flag in return for services rendered to the French Government during
the Crimean War of 1854. The colours were later
reversed and a small Union Flag was superimposed to avoid mistakes in nationality. The ships
of the Albion Line were well found and run; firm
discipline and beneficent attention to the welfare
of migrant passengers were, perhaps, their most
striking features in a not-too-scrupulous age. By
1858, the Albion Line had captured most of the
New Zealand carrying trade.
In the same year, two young men, Robert Ewart
Shaw and WaIter Savill, left the employment of a
big London firm of New Zealand brokers and set
up their own business. They had confidence in
their sound knowledge of Antipodean trade; but
shortage of capital made them commendably
cautious, and, not yet daring to blossom out as
fully fledged shipowners, they began as shipping
brokers. The first ship which they sent out was
an auxiliary-a startling venture in those days of
wasteful fuel consumption ' and inadequate rebunkering facilities. The venture, while avoiding
disaster, was not a great success, and the partners
learned that the steamship was not yet ready to
compete successfully with sail-driven vessels on
such a long passage. They ' also learned enough to
acquire added confidence in their knowledge of
New Zealand trade. Perhaps the most important
lesson of all was the realization that one of New
Zealand's greatest needs was the establishment of
a regular service.
It was a happy thought on the part of Shaw
and Savill to choose as their house flag the superseded New Zealand ensign, and it is worn to-day
by the Company's great liners as proudly as it was
by their first modest little vessels under charter.
The new firm soon entered the lucrative emigrant trade and they fully supported the Colony'S
desire for only good-class settlers; their arrangements for the comfort and well-being of their passengers rivalled the standards set by the Albion
Line. Within a short time, the Company burgeoned
into shipowners, but they stil1 continued to charter

such a large number of vessels that the Albion
Line began to realize that they had lost their virtual monopoly of the trade and must fight to retain
what remained in their hands.
As a consequence the older line built a number
of new ships, and for a time it looked as if they
might recover much of the ground lost. But Shaw
Savill dealt a trump card in the game by securing
the Government contract to carry migrants to the
Colony.
Most of the ships in the trade were still running
under sail, but in 1863 Shaw Savill again ventured
to send out an auxiliary, the Sea King. Most of
the voyage was made under sail and her time was
no better than that of many of the clippers which
were now approaching their zenith of speed. After
her maiden voyage to New Zealand and home via
China, the Sea King was sold to the embattled
Confederate Government of North America and
became the famous commerce raider Shenandoah.
Both Shaw Savill and the Albion Line were introducing more and more ships to the run, many
of them specially designed for emigrant · traffic. In
1868 the Albion Line put on a magnificent iron
ship, the Margaret GaIbraith; she was well
equipped to carry passengers, and she is still remembered with affection in the Dominion. The
next year Shaw Savill promptly countered with a
new ship which achieved lasting fame and, indeed,
rivalled the most famous ships and barques of the
clipper era. This vessel, the Crusader, displayed
such beauty and consistent speed, and was so
popular with the emigrants, that she inspired a
loyalty that is still perpetuated in the Crusader
Association of New Zealand. This society is composed of surviving emigrants who made the voyage
in her (and their descendants) and is believed to be
the only association linked by such a bond.
Intensified development schemes in the Colony
attracted greater numbers of emigrants, and the
rivalry between the two lines grew even keener.
It was, however, a clean and healthy rivalry in
which the new lands and the settlers benefited ,
quite as much as the shipowners.
In 1873 , the New Zealand Shipping Company
was founded by a number of merchants and traders
in New Zealand. This new and soon-dangerous
competition (for the new line received much loyal
support from the colonists) caused both the older
companies to examine their fleets, and it was not
long before they were building better and much
more modern vessels. Some very famous fliers now
came on to the run, and stirring races, one in par28

ticular in 1875 between the Crusader and the New
Zealand Shipping Company's Otaki, added zest
to the long voyage. Shaw Savill, not content with
the fresh laurels earned by their improved ships,
made another attempt to send out a steamer, the
Mongol. This was the first all-steam vessel to
undertake the voyage, but it proved as profitless
to the Company as their earlier ventures with
powered ships.
The New Zealand Shipping Company was as
punctilious in its rivalry as the two older companies, and there was no lessening of the high
standard of emigrant accommodation and conditions in the trade. With the better-class and bettereducated emigrant stipulated by New Zealand
regulations, boredom, the worst enemy on the
long sea passage under sail, was largely overcome
by intelligent organization of games and pastimes
by the passengers. If the welfare of the emigrants

seems to be unduly stressed in these notes, It
should be remembered that the conditions under
which migrants had travelled on other sea routes
were often a disgrace to the companies which had
carried them and to the flags under which they
sailed.
In 1878 the Albion Line took a turn at sending
out a steamship, the Glenelg. This move was followed early the next year by Shaw SaviIl's chartering of the Stad Haarlem. Both steamers did reasonably well, but they could not yet be considered
serious rivals to the sailing vessels, which, indeed,
lingered on in the long ocean passage to New Zealand long after the establishment of well-spaced
bunkering facilities had enabled steam to supersede sail on the rest of the world's seaways
Then, in 1"882, the Albion Line made a move
which had profound repercussions not only on the
future of the Colony but on the Empire as a

Photo: Shaw Savill Line
The iron ship Crusader, built in 1865, and one of the fastest sailing vessels formerly owned
. by the Shaw Savill Company .
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whole. They dispatched their vessel, the Dunedin,
from New Zealand to London with a cargo of
mutton refrigerated by the first sea-going freezing
equipment. This plant was primitive by modern
standards; all meat had to be frozen on board
in the absence of shore installations; and there
were other serious difficulties to be overcome before the new trade could be regarded as a valuable contribution to the economy of the Mother
Country. But the experiment was sufficiently successful to ensure the future of the Colony as one
of Great Britain's main larders.
The next important development was the offer
- of a valuable subsidy for the first regular direct
steam service to be established between New Zealand and Great Britain. The New Zealand Shipping Company made no effort to hide ' its intention of securing the prize, and the two older companies, weighing up the situation, felt that the
time had come to end their long-established
rivalry. Accordingly, in 1882, they joined forces ,
and the Shaw Savill and Albion Line came into
being. The new firm continued to own and operate
a large number of sailing vessels, but they were
chiefly preoccupied with the development of a
regular and efficient steam service to the Colony.
Rivalry between the New Zealand Shipping

Company and the newly combined firm flared up
afresh, and both concerns went deeply into the
question of steamship design. By the middle of
the 'eighties, both fleets had introduced a number
of new ships and were straining after the wishedfor regular service. Year by year the steamers grew
more reliable and more economical in their fuel
consumption and so more suited to the long ocean
haul.
Competition from the chilled beef trade, -developed by the lines serving Soutli America, began
to hit the two companies on the New Zealand service, and Shaw Savill and Albion decided that
something revolutionary in refrigerated steamers
was required to persuade home consumers to return to their muttons. Accordingly, in 1893, they
built the Gothic, the first. twin-screw ship on the
run and far in advance of contemporary vessels.
With a gross tonnage of nearly 8,000, she was the
biggest ship then using the Port of London; she
made a record round voyage to Wellington, doing
the homeward passage in 37-!- days.
The gentlemanly rivalry between the two companies began to mellow, and agreements apportioning the available cargo were made and scrupulously honoured. By the beginning of the twentieth
century the fine vessels introduced into the ~ervice

Photo: Shaw Savill Line
The m.v. Dominion Monarch, 26,500 tons, the largest ship in the Shaw Savill fleet.
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great ship was the marine sensation of the year.
During the second world .w ar; the Dominion
Monarch escaped imminent capture by the
Japanese only by· the devotion to duty of her crew .
The attack on Singapore found her immobilized in
the harbour after a long series of trooping
voyages; her engines were partly dismantled for
overhaul. Dockyard labour had either fled or had
been diverted to defence duties, and it looked as if
the ship would fall, a magnificent prize, to the advancing Japanese. But her crew did a wonderful
job of work in reassembling the engines against
time, and the vessel escaped by the narrowest of
margins. No less than fourteen of the Company's
ships were lost between 1939 and 1945 ; but once
again the heroism of the crews wrote a fresh page
in the Line's glorious annals.
As might be expected, the pattern of the postwar Company continues in the same mould, and
the reorganization of the fleet and the replacement
of their war losses were the first aims of the Shaw
Savill and Albion Company. A number of new
and magnificent 15,000-ton liners were constructed
to consolidate the old Cape route reinstituted by
the Dominion Monarch. Of these new vessels, the
Gothic, built in 1947, specially designed for the
Australian and New Zealand refrigerated cargo
trades, and normally carrying about eighty firstclass passengers, had the honour to be chosen .for
the Royal Tour. Had not the illness of King
George VI caused the first · cancellation of the
cruise, she would have been seen, wearing the
proud old flag, in Aden Harbour. The sad ending
to the second tour, for which Princess Elizabeth
and Prince Philip would have joined her at Mombasa, sent the Gothic back to her normal service.
There is a moral in this story of the birth and
growth of a great shipping company on which the
whole Empire would do well to ponder. Shipowning is possibly the most complex feature
among the complexities of international trade, and
our maritime supremacy, our standard of living
and our day-to-day safety have been built up and
guaranteed only by the long continuity of experience acquired by our old-established shipping companies. In these difficult times that fund of experience is perhaps one of our most precious as~ets ;
it must not be allowed to wither, for without our
ships we die.

virtually inaugurated the modern steamship era in
southern waters. The trade and passengers carried
by Shaw Savill and Albion and the New Zealand
. Shipping Company brought the Colony more and
more into prominence and undoubtedly helped in
the creation of ·Dominion status in 1907.
When the first world war exploded in 1914, the
Shaw Savill and Albion Line, as one of the
nation's principal food carriers, played a vital part.
Many good ships were lost; others were saved
only ·by the heroic action of their crews. The deathdealing torpedo Was used as indiscriminately as
during the second world war; but this inhuman
form of warfare only enhanced the traditions of
our fine old shipping companies.
Up to the outbreak of war, the Shaw Savill and
Albion ships were still following their traditional round-the-world route to and from New
Zealand-out round the Cape of Good Hope and
back round Cape Horn. In 1916, however, principally owing to the submarine menace, the fleet
began to use the Panama Canal, thus saving appreciably on the time ~chedule ; and their ships on the
direct New Zealand run have used this route since
then.
After the war, the frozen meat trade from the
Dominion tended to concentrate on the famous
Canterbury lamb, although mutton was still
shipped in large quantities. Dairy produce and
refrigerated fruit also began to flow to Great
Britain. In the late 1930s, experimental cargoes of
chilled meat were sent, but the second world war
brought this trade to a halt.
In addition to some magnificent new ships introduced under a post-first-world-war reorganization, the Company acquired the vessels of the
famous old Aberdeen Line, and, departing from
their hitherto undeviating connection with New
Zealand only, now entered the Australian trade.
The firm also· subsequently took over the management of the "Bays," formerly belonging to the
Australian Government, and the Australian business of the White Star Company.
The Shaw Savill and Albion story has shown
that the Company have never been guilty of complacency. In 1938 they gave full reign to their
imaginative grasp of the needs of their traffic by
building a new ship which was to alter completely
the accepted standards of travel to the Dominion.
This 26,500-ton quadruple-screw motor vessel, the
Dominion Monarch, reverted to the Company's
traditional route to New Zealand via the Cape
of Good Hope, and called at Australia. This

The author of these notes is indebted for most of th e
facts to "The Flag of th e Southern Cross," a history of
the Shaw Savill and Albion Company written for th em
by Frank C. Bowen.
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The

(Top left) The sea meets Aden at the
eastern boundary.
Photo: Francis Ballard

Aden

(Bottom left) View from Steamer
Point, Aden, overlooking the Crescent.

Scene

Photo: B.O.A.C.

(Top middle) Street scene in the
Crescent.
Photo: Francis Ballard

(Below) Local dhows at Ma'alla.
Photo: Alan Villiers
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During the past century the settlement of Aden
has developed from a decayed and dusty township
into a great port with a hinterland whose boundaries, extending on the west to the countries of
the ancient realm of Sheba and on the north and
east to the territory which in antiquity was known
as Arabia Felix, comprise an area greater than
that of the United Kingdom.
The late Lord Lamington in

The greatest humanitarian achievement in the
modernization programme of the Hadhramaut, that
of the termination of age-old tribal warfare and
the spread of peace, was not long ago brought
about by Mr. Ingrams, assisted by the influential
and wholehearted co-operation of the Al Kaf
family. At last the incredible, unceasing warfare of the Hadhramaut, where villages only a few
hundred yards apart blazed away at each other
month in and month out, has stopped, and caravans are no longer sacked by raiding parties.
Ruthven W. Pike, in

THE ASIATIC REVIEW

*

*

*

LAND AND PEOPLES OF THE HADHRAMAUT

*

Let him who would appreciate Aden climb to
the top of Shum-Shum in the hour of dawn, and
from the summit see the one side of the range
bathed in the mellow light of breaking day-the
other side by contrast being black with the blackness of night. Can such a picture be seen in many
such places on earth ?
Major H. Wilberforce-Bell in
THE ROMANCE OF ADEN

For romance connected with Aden there is
plenty. Is not Belkis, Queen of Sheba, said to have
come from Saba in the Yemen-that Arabia Felix
of the Romans, which lies to the north and west
of the Aden Protectorate-and to have embarked
at Aden for her visit to King Solomon that he
might be the father of one of her sons?
Ibid.

*

*

*

*

Going ashore at Aden, the traveller's first impression is of heat, dust and reddish-brown haze
caused by these two combined. Garrisons, first of
the Army and latterly of the R.A.F. and Navy,
have comprised the greater part of the European
popUlation of Aden, and their general impression
of the place is typified and perpetuated by the title
of the pipe march, "The Barren Rocks of Aden."
Yet just as this is not a mournful or depressing
tune, nor any more monotonous than the general
run of pipe marches, so life in Aden is not as
trying, as monotonous or as unhealthy as many
people are inclined to think.
BRITISH SURVEY, 1946, of the
British Soc:ety for International Understanding.

*

*

*

There are probably few areas in the world where
conditions have changed so little in two thousand
and more years, and the majority of the people
still lead a life similar to that of their forebears of
the second or first millennium B.C.
Doreen Ingrams, in

*

tv10re striking' than the reE:ervoirs and almost
unknown even to residents in Aden is the ancient
causeway joining the Mansur ridge of the Aden
hills to the mainland .... It is, to my mind, the
most tempting site in all South Arabia and the
one most likely to give surprising results; and of
one thing we may be certain, that it was built when
Aden was an island and not a peninsula.
Major the Hon. R. A. B. Hamilton, in

A SURVEY OF SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC
CONDITIONS IN THE ADEN PROTECTORATE

The R.A.F. have not only been a restraining
influence on- would-be trouble makers, but have
also been the means of saving the lives of sick and
wounded whom they have flown to hospital in
Ibid.
Aden.

THE JOURNAL OF THE
ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY
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More About
Coffee

I

T might be said that coffee has been discovered
three times: firstly by the aborigines in Africa,
secondly by the Arabs in Arabia and the associated peoples in the Middle East, and lastly by
Europeans.
Many legends, most of which are fanciful, have
been propagated concerning the original discovery
of the stimulating properties of coffee, but there
seems no doubt that the African inhabitants of
Uganda and Abyssinia were the first to use coffee.
Early explorers found that coffee had become a
part of certain rituals and ceremonies in Uganda,
particularly regarding the initiation of blood
brotherhood, doubtless accounted for by the fact
that a normal fruit contains two -beans, each of
the same size and shape, lying side by side, with
their flat sides facing each other. A perfect fruit
was selected, and the dried beans extracted and
presented to the two participants. Each smeared
his bean with his blood, and then exchanged it ;
the beans were chewed while life-long friendship
was sworn.
Anyone who has tested raw coffee beans to discover if they are dry, by biting the beans to see
whether they will snap in two, will have usually
found himself unconsciously chewing them. The
act appears to be comforting in a hot country.
There is a subtle flavour, and a great deal of spittle
is produced, so that it was probably in ~ome such
manner that the sustaining and stimulating properties of coffee were discovered.
In his Travels to Discover the Source of the
Nile, Bruce, in 1678, stated that when the people
of Ethiopia journeyed over deserts into Abyssinia,
the only food they carried was a mixture of ground
roasted coffee and oil and fats made up into balls
the size of a small chicken's egg. These were car35

A hopper above the pu/ping machine receives coffee
cherry from the field.

ried in leather pouches, and one ball was said to
give sufficient sustenance for twenty-four hours.
It is probable that another species of coffee now
known to the trade and to commerce as "robusta"
coffee was used in the beginning, because this
grows wild in some of the forests of southern
Sudan, Uganda, and western Abyssinia. In fact
there is no doubt that the coffee used in Uganda
in those early days was of the robusta kind, while
the Abyssinians found the Arabian coffee closer
to hand.
The nomenclature of coffee is curiously awry.
" Arabian" coffee originated in Abyssinia and
was never indigenous to Arabia. "Robusta"
coffee should in reality be called canephora, but
no one in the trade would know it by this earlier
name. The fruits are called cherries by all planting interests and in so much of the literature,
whereas the fruits are not single-stoned drupes but
true berries. The seeds are called beans though
they are not beans at all. The first stem to grow
from the seed which becomes the main trunk is
obviously the primary growth, whereas everyone
calls the first lateral branch a " primary."

among the Abyssinians, or that
captured slaves carried · seeds to
. Arabia. From all accounts a sweet
drink was made in the beginning
from ripe fruit, but it is unlikely
that the use of coffee spread so
rapidly and so far and wide merely
for this purpose. Some authorities
believe that the preparation of a
drink from ground and roasted
coffee began in Persia, but records
prove that Africans had long since
roasted and ground their coffee to
mix with fat to eat, as already
mentioned in these notes. It is
therefore probable that the preparation of a drink from roasted
coffee began in Arabia to supplant
A merchant must bulk his standard grades
an infusion made from the leaves
to obtain an even quality.
of Celastrus edulis.
The exact date of the introduction
Primitive man must have suffered famine and
of coffee into Arabia is unknown, and is variously
hardship in each generation. Droughts, floods,
stated as the twelfth, thirteenth and fifteenth cenlocusts and the depredations of marauding bea~ts
turies. Be this as it may, the practice of drinking
such as wild elephants often destroyed his crops.
coffee became widespread. Seed must have been
The raids of other tribes and prolonged wars besown, and the plants found to thrive, in the high
.tween different races caused villagers to flee their
mountains south.,.east of the Yemen capital, creating
homes and trek hungry and exhausted to find new
a trade in coffee beans which became of considerregions in which to settle with greater safety.
able importance. Between 1500 and 1510, coffee
There must have been many times when the remdrinking was introduced to Mecca, Medina, Cairo
nants of a tribe survived by feeding on the proand elsewhere, mainly from Aden, but also from
ducts of wild plants. Doubtless the birds and
Syria. By 1550 the peoples of many of the western
animals were watched to discover what they fed
Asian countries had become inveterate coffee
upon, and everything must have been tried and
drinkers, though various sheikhs and governors
chewed to see if it was edible.
forbade its use on religious grounds, only to have
The ripe fruits of some of the coffee species are
their orders rescinded by succeeding rulers.
sweet to the taste, and they are attractive to birds
Coffee houses were opened in Turkey in 1554,
and animals. Even to-day the African in Uganda
and though its use was forbidden for some time,
chews his coffee but drinks tea, and a great deal
religious scruples were overcome and from
of coffee is gathered by licence from the wild
then it became the national beverage in the
growths in the forests. People in the Sudan near
Turkish Empire. It was introduced from Turkey
the Abyssinian border still clear land where wild
to Italy about 1620, and to France in 1644, where
coffee is growing. They leave the coffee and interit became popular by 1669, though the price was
plant maize and tobacco, planting up gaps with
prohibitive. Holland took up coffee drinking in
new coffee seedlings 0 btained from the seed of
1664, Germany in 1670, then Austria in the early
the wild plants. To save themselves journeying to
1680s. Sweden and Denmark took coffee from Gerthe forests, people in Uganda used to have large
many in 1756, and fifty years later it was in
cuttings planted in their gardens, though they
general use. With regard to Britain, the year 1952
never did this themselves. It became the custom
is a significant milestone in our history, since it
for guests to plant the coffee cutting with pr-oper
marks the three-hundredth anniversary of the inceremonial, just as the practice has grown in
troduction of coffee drinking into the United
Kingdom, when a merchant, by name Daniel
Europe for notables to plant trees to mark the
. occasion of their visit to a township.
Edwards, first brought coffee from Smyrna.
One can well imagine that intrepid Arab travelShortly afterwards, a Greek servant of his mimed
lers in those early days observed the use of coffee
Pasqua Rosee opened the first coffee house in St.
36

Michael's Alley, Cornhill, under the name of
"Pasqua's Head." About 1,000 coffee houses had
been set up in the City of London alone by the
time of the accession of Queen Anne to the throne
of England.
Coffee houses, following the English custom,
were soon prevalent in America during those faroff pre-revolutionary days, and coffee drinking
spread throughout the world and became a gesture, then a craze, and lastly a habit and a common practice. For many years the only source of
the raw product was Arabia, through the Port of
Aden. Prices were high, and it was to be expected
that traders would try to grow coffee for themselves in other countries overseas where the
climate and soils were suitable. Expeditions were
made to Aden for the purpose of obtaining seeds.
The Dutch were among the first to obtain seed
for planting in Java about 1690, and by 1722
Moka coffee was being exported and was on sale
in Amsterdam. Seed was first introduced into
India from Aden about 1700, but the first plantation was not started until 1830. Though the
Dutch were responsible for spreading the actual
cultivation of coffee to many other countries in
Asia and the South Pacific, the French were no
less busy, for they took planting material to
Reunion, Madagascar, Martinique and Cayenne .in
the early 1700's.
Coffee seed was taken to the mainland of South
America by the Dutch in 1718, and by the French
from Cayenne in 1725. Though she was to become the largest coffee-producing country in the
world, Brazil started cultivating coffee some fifty
years later, receiving planting material from
various neighbouring sources, albeit wild-fowl
were said to have brought seeds to San Domingo
from neighbouring islands in 1735. By 1906 Brazil
alone produced 16,000,000 bags of coffee per
annum weighing 120lb. each. What a tremendous
industry was started in the world through the Port
of Aden! And while the inhabitants of Arabia still
drink coffee in the good old-fashioned way, which
is still the best way, the peoples of the west are
tending to extract the essences and to sell them
as ready-made powders and concentrated liquids
which need only boiling water added to the cup.
The discovery of coffee for the third time by
Europeans did not end with the drinking of coffee,
nor with the planting of the trees. Botanists became interested in the species and in classifying
the plant. It was first thought to be a Jasmine, and
was called lasminum arabicum lauritolia by

Antoine de Jussieu in 1713, and a dried specimen
collected by Dr. James Douglas aated 1728 is to
be found in the British Museum under the name
lasminum arabicum. After Linneas had placed the
genus Coffea within his accepted classification of
plants, he described and named the plant Cottea
arabica.
The wild plant in Abyssinia varies a great deal,
so it is to be expected that the original material
taken to Arabia would vary also. When theyoriginally visited Aden for seed it may have happened
that the Dutch and the French took away material
that ·differed in character. The coffee grown in Reunion and known as "Bourbon" coffee is very
different from that which is said to be normal and
typical in Brazil, and als.o from much of the coffee
grown in the' Dutch Territories. By mutation,by
selection, and by deliberate hybridization, a number of commercial varieties have come into existence and are being planted to-day, though none
can beat the Moka coffe for its renowned liquoring qualities, albeit the Moka tree' makes a smaller
growth, gives a smaller yield, and has a small
bean.

Picking ripe coffee cherry in a large plantation.
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Flora of the Aden Protectorates
are unfavourable. I n fairness one should add that
apart from the rainfall there is an additional source
of moisture in the form of heavy dews which arise
from the sudden drop in temperature after nightfall. Such dews are definitely beneficial to plants.
especially in the wadis.
In spite of the generally unfavourable conditions. plants of various kinds have solved the problem of water shortage to a greater or lesser extent.
This has been done by controlling the amount of
water passing out of the plant via the leaves. The
common plant of the Caper family seen around
Aden has a thin coating of wax over its entire surface. Many others are covered with dense hairs;
some reduce the ·size and number of their leaves;
others tackle the problem in an entirely different
manner by storing up water in their bodies in excess of their immediate needs. In this class is the
" rummid " of the Arabs or Euphorbia schimperi,
which is found in both the Colony and the Protectorates. A densely branched bush up to five
feet high. it consists of fleshy green angular stems
almost entirely devoid of leaves ..
Then there is the curious Adenium arabicum,
which is a shrub growing up to 3ft. in height. having a globular. obese stem diminishing upwards
into a mass of short. swollen branches .bearing few
leaves and equally few flowers. which are
bright red and attractive. It is known to the Arabs
as "adan." and in the Hadhramaut. according to
Freya Stark. as "thaulat adh-dhabi." There are a
number of species of this plant to be found in the
semi-arid regions of Africa and the Middle East,
and they are often cultivated as ornamental plants
in gardens where it is difficult to grow anything
else. The plants usually have a watery but milky
juice which is invariably poisonous. and the juice
from some species is extracted for the purpose of
arrow poison. In fact the plant belongs to a family
in which the genus Strophanthus occurs. producing the strophanthine of commerce. arrow poisons
for African tribes. and a basic substance from
which" cortisone" can be made. A larger species
of Adenium is often called the false baobab. and
its roots are pounded and used in rivers and ponds
to stupefy fish. I t gives the active principle
adeniine isolated by Leprince. rather different
from the glucosides of our Aden and other species
of Adenium. The poison ·affects the heart with an
action analogous to digitalin. but is complicated

HE casual visitor to Aden who steps ashore
for a few hours would probably echo the
words of T. von Heuglin. who jn 1857
spoke of the" bare naked rocks which cannot find
their equal in any part of the world as regards
dryness ... "
However. Aden Colony is not quite so devoid
of vegetation as a view from Steamer Point would
suggest'. The bare naked rocks referred to are. of
course. volcanic in origin and few plants can find
a foothold on their sterile surfaces. Beyond their
forbidding fa9ade. however. conditions become a
little more favourable to the growth of plants and
there are. in fact. at least 250 different kinds living in the seventy-five square miles of the Colony.
When we speak of the flora or vegetation of an
area we normally mean only those plants which
are truly native. although occasionally we may include an alien intruder which has become
thoroughly established. Cultivated plants imported
from outside are always excluded.
Although Aden Colony itself has been
thoroughly investigated from a botanical standpoint-it has. of course. been British territory for
well over a hundred years-in dealing with the
Protectorates we are in a less happy position. The
ground to be covered is approximately 112.000
square miles. and it should be confessed at once
that our knowledge of its flora is lamentably
meagre. This large area is politically only loosely
associated with Britain; much of it is difficult of
access. and botanical exploration by anyone un~
versed in local customs and language is likely to
be an uncomfortable and arduous undertaking.
Our knowledge of the vegetation. such as it is. has
been obtained from the writings of experienced
travellers who have rarely been botanically minded
but who nevertheless have contributed certain
facts about it from which a general overall picture has been obtained.
It is hardly necessary to state that the most important climatic factor influencing plant life is that
of available water. Along the coastal region of the
Protectorates the average annual rainfall nowhere
exceeds five inches. and in the Hadhramaut it is
rarely in excess of eight inches. These figures are
exceeded only in the highlands of the Western
Protectorate bordering the Yemen. When such a
low rainfall is combined with high temperature
and not very rich soils. conditions for plant life

T
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with an effect on the central nervous system. the
nerve-mechanisms of the heart. and the heart
muscle.
It has already been admitted that our knowledge of the plants of the Protectorates is scanty.
Much of the area is unsurveyed. To the north
there are large areas of barren limestone tablelands or jols rising up to 6.000 or more feet .
broken up by a network of canyons and clefts.
Many important wadis rise there. eventually finding their way to the sea. The only perennial river
is the Hajr. which lies in the south-western
Hadhramaut and flows to the sea along a muchcultivated valley. The others fade out when they
reach the coastal plain. either by seepage. evaporation or the heavy demands of irrigation. In the
Protectorates there are also areas of sand-dunes
-and grq.vel plains sustaining only the scrubbiest
of plants. though even in these areas a few grasses
and other small herbs make a transitory appearance after rain.
In the Wadi Hajr there are high jungles of grass
and a number of slender palms, also a plant
known as "ariata" (Conocarpus erectus) . which
is a tree up to sixty feet high. normally found in
the coastal mangrove swamps. I n the Wadi Marseila a tamarisk known as "ithil" is found.
Camels browse on tamarisk. and the timber of
some kinds is used in the Protectorates for making
plough-stocks and yokes. while the twigs and
foliage are used in house building.
In the same and other wadis is found" rakh "
(Salvadora persica). which is a large shrub or small
tree. T his plant grows throughout the Middle
East and on the continent of Africa in dry country. where it is said to be eaten by locusts. Short
pieces of stem are used by the Arabs. and indeed
by many African tribes. for cleaning their teeth.
since the fibrous wood is frayed at one end of the
stem and used as a brush. There must be something in the wood to make it of special value for
this purpose. since no other kind of tree provides
the toothbrush sticks. Men travel long and arduous
journeys to the fringes of desert country to gather
bundles of stems. which they sell in the local markets on their return home. In the Western Protectorate of Aden the crushed leaves are used as
poultices for wounds. The berries are said to be
eaten by the natives of Aden and also by camels.
and whereas the animals are said to smell unpleasantly afterwards. there is no information with
regard to a similar effect on human beings.
Probably the commonest tree in most of the

Adenium arabicUlI1-a shrubby tree with swollen boughs.
T his tree often hears as many flow ers as leaves

wadis is a long-thorned acacia. the "samr"
(Acacia spirocarpa). I n times of famine the seeds
of this leguminous plant are eaten as food. T he
plant is an important browsing plant up to 6.000
feet for camels and goats. but there has been widespread destruction of this plant within 100 miles
of Aden to supply the colony with charcoal. I n
the drier wadis "nebk." " ilb" or Christ Thorn
(Zizyphus spina-christ!) is a frequent plant. This is
a tree or large shrub with paired thorns. one on
each side of a leaf, one being usually curved. the
other erect. After the palm it is probably the most
useful tree in the Hadhramaut. I t grows in drier
places and provides food for the Beduin in its
golden berries. which are produced in abundance
and resemble a cherry in shape and size. It also
supplies fodder for goats. and its timber is used
in the towns for the making of carved doors and
columns.
No mention of the plants of the Aden Protec39
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Acacia spirocarpa. The dry, curled seed pods usually littering the ground beneath this tree are
not unlike apple rings in appearance.

torates would be complete without reference to
frankincense and its romantic history. It was
certainly burned on sacrificial altars and used in
ceremonial burial four thousand years ago. For centuries the sole source of supply was southern
Arabia, and although the present-day trade is
centred in Dhufar, in times past the Hadhramaut
was an important source of production. Frankincense is a gum resin derived from the forest tree
Boswellia carteri, and is obtained from it by
making incisions .in the bark. A milky juice is
exuded which gradually hardens into yellowish
" tears," which are scraped off when they are considered to be of the right consistency. To-day
frankincense is still to be found in the valleys of
the Hadhramaut and is used by the Arabs to
sweeten drinking water.
It is difficult to conceive the magnitude and
value of the trade in incense in ancient times.
Enormous quantities of it were burned on the
altars of Jerusalem, Thebes, Nineveh and Rome,
to name but a few places, and its supply and distribution became a highly organized and profitable
undertaking. We are told that in the twelfth century B.C. 2,159 jars and 304,093 measures were
delivered in one year to the temple of Amon,
while Herodotus records that the Chaldean priests
burnt 1,000 talents' weight annually on the altar of
Baal at Babylon. The virtual monopoly which was
held for centuries by successive Arabian empires
brought with it untDld wealth and power, and it
was during this period that Somaliland and
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Ethiopia were colonized. To-day the trade is but a
shadow of its former self. Burial has been substituted for cremation, and sacrificial fires have
long since gone out of fashion.
It is unfortunate that a number of plants recorded .
from the Protectorates are known only by their
local names. Freya Stark in THE SOUTHERN GATES
OF ARABIA describes in vivid terms many of the
plants she encountered in her journeyings through
the Hadhramaut. She has the following to say of
one of the wadis: "the vegetation grew in clumps
near the water, like the poisonous' harma!,' with
its white flowers, no good to man or beast,
scattered everywhere about two feet high. A big
oleander-like shrub with small velvety white
flowers also grew there and yellow 'galaigula ' of
the acacia tribe but low-growing which, said Salim,
drives you out of your wits if you boil and drink
it." Then again, of one of the side valleys: "here
. .. incense still grows. Many other things grew
around us . . . 'asharik, ' like laburnum, and
, sarakh,' like an olive, eaten by camels; and a
shrub they call 'dhuda' with leaves sticky and
bright, as if varnished, no animal would eat." In
the Wadi Hinem she records '" madhab,' with
red tongue-like flowers on bushes about four feet
high. There were thorny cushions producing delicate, unexpected orange blossoms, and aloes called
, quruf,' sold for their juice, and the ragged yellow
daisy-like 'duweila,' which grows everywhere in
the unwatered earth."
Again, when passing across a pebble-strewn jol

fruit, though it has a drastic purgative effect on
humans. The Arabs use it Jor . expelling worms.
Cleome brachycarpa is .another herb with yellow
flowers whose 'leaves are strongly aromatic. These
are placed in clothes as a deterrent to moths and
. other insects . .Since frankincense has already been
referred to it would be unfair to omit a consideration of myrrh. Like incense, myrrh is an
exudation from a tree or shrub (Commiphora
myrrha) and is known chemically as an oleo-gumresin. It has been used from remote times as an
ingredient of incense and perfumes and in funeral
rites. The plant occurs in the Western Protectorate,
though it is not now exploited commercially in
Arabia tD any extent. Unlike frankincense, myrrh
has valuable medicinal properties and is a common
ingredient of tooth powders.
An interesting and curious plant which may
sometimes be found growing parasitically on
anDther plant in the manner of mistletoe is Loranthus curviflorus. It usually occurs · as a parasite
on the long-thorned acacia; "samr," and bears
large fiery-red flowers which may be seen from a
considerable distance.
Sufficient has been written here to convey that
although Aden and its Protectorates are no Tom
Tiddler's ground for the botanist they have, nevertheless, yielded several interesting plants and
may yet yield many more.

she talks of a bush called "deni," apparently a
Euplw'rbia, "which looks as if it had meant tD be
cactus and then decided on being thorn, whose
stems hold a milky juice they use to stick the soles
of their sandals."
We know that many parts of the Protectorates,
which to-day are little more than barren desert,
were once covered with vegetation. The destruction of the acacia, " samr," has already been mentioned, but a theory has been put forward attributing much of the damage to war-not necessarily war on the grand scale but the ceaseless
feuds which have existed and still exist between
the various tribes. In one of the offshoots of the
Wadi Hadhramaut, Freya Stark came across a
small town which a few years ago had nestled in
a valley of palms. One night Beduin of an enemy
tribe visited the valley and poured paraffin over
the roots of the trees, effectively destroying them.
In .such a climate it is far easier to destroy vegetation than to replace it, and such denuded areas
invariably revert to desert.
In these restricted notes one can mention only
a few of the interesting plapts that occur. Many
have economic uses or possess supposedly medicinal virtues. The Colocynth (Citrullus colocynthus), a member of the marrow family, has a fruit
very 'much like an orange though with an intensely
bitter taste. Significantly, only donkeys will eat the

t

Citrullus colocynth us. This plant is a member of the marrow or melon family.
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Kilimanjaro Mountain

Photo: Courtesy L. W . Kephart
Kilimanjaro Mountain from Moshi Railway Station

AVING visited Mount Vesuvius, and
passed close to Stromboli, I wondered how
people could go on living on the slopes of
such volcanoes with the threat of an eruption
always overshadowing their lives. Perhaps their
minds are lulled by periods of peaceful living into
a feeling of security, or they may have natures
less imaginative or more placid than my own.
There is ·some irony in the fact that I myself lived
for five years on the slopes of a volcano without
knowing it was alive. This was Kilimanjaro Mountain, which lies just south of the border of Kenya
Colony in Tanganyika Territory, its highest icecapped peak visible on a clear day for a hundred
miles or more.
Several climbers struggled up to the summit .
while I lived ther~ from 1925 until 1930. The last
day's climb is said to be exhausting even for a fit
man, so none apparently explored the crater or
noticed a whiff of sulphur fumes in the air. All
reported that the volcano was extinct. Even now,
when it is known to be alive, it is difficult to
realize the fact. In the drowsy heat of the day on
the middle slopes, no one would imagine that the
great remote ice-capped dome contained liquid
fire within its massive heart, and at night, when
~hill winds flow down from above and lower the

H
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temperature to a shivering cold, no one at the
higher altitudes has a thought for aught else but
warm blankets.
Kilimanjaro lies about 200 miles from the east
coast of Africa. It is 19,321 feet high; a great
elongated mound, on the top of which a long
saddle connects 'Kibo, the largest and highest
peak, to the west, with a more sharply pointed
peak to the east called Mawenzi, an eroded smoke
cone of older structure. The slopes are such that
one could cycle up to the base of these peaks,
an altitude of more than 12,000 feet, if only a
graded pathway existed. The massive size of the
mountain dwarfs its height, though this does not
detract from its grandeur. On a clear day, that
dome of ice against the background of tropic sky
is one of the world's wonders, and when a red
sunset riots in the west and is reflected on the
eastern side of the ice, one's gaze is rapt, and one's
voice lowered to a whisper.
In ages past there came some Hamite folk from
the north, doubtless harried by other tribes and
wild animals en route, and possibly fleeing from
an enemy behind. They reached the fierce Masai
country and then took refuge on the lower slopes
of Kilimanjaro, where they entrenched themselves
behind earthworks that can be seen to-day, and

fought for their very existence.
Now, they call themselves the
Chagga people, a brave, intelligent and progressive race, chocolate . i11--CGl-our and slender in
build. They constructed irrigation
furrows everywhere without levelling instruments, and installed
along the mountain side a regular
system of barter markets that take
place on alternate days in neighbouring chiefdoms even to-day.
The lower slopes of the mountain must once have been covered
with forest, and during the German regime, when the lower
slopes were requisitioned for
settlers, great patches of trees
were cleared for coffee planting.
The Chagga people were ·
pushed higher up the mountain,
and in consequence they suffered
because they lost the lower grazing lands and a warmer region
where their bananas would have
prospered. Moreover, tuberculosis began to take its toll in the
cold, misty climate of the higher
altitudes. On the other hand,
they gained clean water from the many springs
and melting ice above, and a region which was
much more suited to coffee growing. The German
Government erred in choosing the lower slopes,
which proved too warm and too dry for coffee,
with the result that several Europeans have since
given up their plantations and sold their properties
to provide land for the increasing numbers of the
Chagga people. The Africans now have a strong
co-operative coffee-planting association of their
own, which produces far more coffee than the
settlers do lower down. A trickle of their coffee
in the guise of dried cherry or " Buni " sometimes
reaches the Aden market and its special trade.
A system of roads built during the German
regime has been improved under British administration, so that all the European estates and African headquarters can be reached by motor vehicle
from the surrounding plateau between altitudes of
3,000 and 5,000 feet. Connecting these roads is a
maze of footpaths which meander through the
mountain gorges and the food crops; and many
streams cascade down the deep clefts of the
valleys.

Photo: Courtesy Lt.-Cfndr. P. C .. Spink
Kibo Peak from the south.

The soil is a deep red loam in which there are
no worms, but it is fertile nevertheless and grows
good crops, among which the banana has been
predominant because it is the staple food of the
people. The variety they grow is cut while green,
and the unripe pulp is then steamed until it is a
yellow mash, not unlike mashed potatoes, which
is most nutritious and very appetizing when once
a taste for it has been acquired. Unfortunately, the
people face disaster at this present time because
the dread Panama disease of the banana, which
played such havoc, in Jamaica, has recently
reached the Kilimanjaro region and is reported to
be destroying the banana groves of the Chagga.
To Great Britain the diminishing supplies from
Jamaica merely affected a luxury food, but to the
Chagga it means the loss of their main food su pply, and a crop that provides them with tie-stuffs,
thatching material, great leaves in which to wrap
their goods, and many other things besides.
The railway from Mombasa via Voi, or from
the Port of Tanga, takes the traveller to the town
of Moshi, a name which means "smoke," and
there, on a clear day, the mountain is in full view.
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below the forest line, which reaches down
to 6,000 feet.
One ascends first through the coffee
plantations in a warm summery region,
where the rows of bushes are shaded beneath trees, then through banana groves
and food crops to the grassy uplands,
where the grass is nibbled so short that the
countryside resembles a natural golf course.
There are islands of coffee trees, yams, and
bananas belonging to the people, encircled
with thorny hedges to protect the crops
from the wild pigs which emerge from the
forest at night. Here, the chiefdoms are
divided by deep gorges filled with tree
ferns and vegetation.
The forest belt is a gloomy place, with
here and there the bole of a great
mahogany or camphor tree among the
smaller species, all festooned with ferns and
creepers and bearded mosses. Water flows
everywhere in little tinkling streams half
hidden by the undergrowth, their banks
fringed with mosses and ferns, which form
a carpet .covering the ground. Though elephants are hidden in the forest, there are
few sounds except the soughing of the wind
in the tree tops, the occasional flutter of a
bird, or the angry scream of a Hyrax rabbit disturbed by one's passing. During
cloudy weather the mist clings in the trees
and water drips everywhere.
One emerges from the forest at an altitudeof about 8,000 feet into a different
world, with dragging footsteps and spirits
British Official Photograph
depressed by the high altitude. There are
now tufted grasses through which one
The last and most savage part of the ascent of Kibo.
stumbles, and gladioli and " red-hot
The spikes Qf ice are called nieves penitentes.
pokers" growing in the shade of tree-like
heaths. The climber must rest himself in
Quite often, however, and for weeks at a time
mountain huts and take several days to reach the
during the wet season, the south-east trade winds
summit so that he may gradually become inured
pile the clouds against the south-eastern slopes,
to the cold and the high altitude. Meanwhile, an
so that the mountain is hidden from view. For this
undulating region of alpine country is traversed,
reason one side of the mountain is well watered
where giant groundsels and lobelias grow among
and has a broad zone of forest, whereas the northeverlasting flowers.
western slopes are comparatiVely dry with a narThe long rock-strewn saddle is almost devoid
row belt of dry forest.
of vegetation; and it is an eerie place · on top of
Moshi lies just above the plateau, and the es- ·
the world where sudden and dangerous blizzards
tates of most of the settlers begin about 500 feet
may come upon the unwary and destroy his sense
higher up the slope, many with their boundaries
of direction. Lastly comes the exhausting but not
adjacent, until, at the 4,500-foot level, the Chagga
difficult climb up to the glacial rim of the crater,
country is entered. They occupy a fertile belt
where mountain sickness and intense weariness
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the temperatures were high, and fairly extensive
beds of pure sulphur.
,
What is so interesting is that the glaciers have
been rapidly ' diminishing during the · last two
decades. Erosion is proceeding apace and dark
streaks of underlying rock are appearing where
they have never before been seen.
One wonders whether · the reason for this is a
cycle in the seasons, so that less snow is deposited
on the mountain top to form ice, or whether there
is an extra warming from the interior which .is causing it to disappear. One rather fancies it is the
former. It seems that the ashpit could easily have
remained unnoticed by early climbers and before
aeroplanes flew over the crater; therefore it is
possible that the volcano was never really extinct.
From the region of the saddle wonderful views
may be had of the surrounding country when there
are no cloud masses stretching on all sides below.
Meru Mountain, fifty miles to the west, will certainly be seen with its more symmetrical volcanic
cone. Between lie hot plains where the dust-devil
whirlwinds meander drunkenly along. To the east
is the crater lake of Chala; just a hole ·in the
plains 200 feet deep with a blue expanse of water
deeper still; and beyond, the Pa-re mountain
range, a land of mystery and witchcraft until the
early 1920's, but now peopled by another progressive tribe emerging from the darkness of ·primitive
days to the light of civilization.
The town of Moshi and the cool green slopes of
Kilimanjaro are well worth a visit for those who
have the wanderlust and can spare the time to
reach this not-too-far-away place .from Aden.

may dull the intellect and rob the climber of any
desire to explore the wide expanse of ice and
bared rock. It is for such reasons that the smoking
ash-pit in the north-eastern corner may have been
missed by early climbers. There is only a whiff of
smoke and the mere suspicion of sulphurous fumes
carried away by the strong winds.
The mountain was first seen by Johannes Rebmann, a German missionary, in 1848, but he was
not believed until BaronKarl Von der Decken
reached the mountain in 1861, though it was not
until 1889 that the full climb was accomplished by
Dr. Hans Meyer. This must have required considerable endurance, for there were no guides,
pathways or huts such as now exist for the benefit
of climbers. The ascent is usually made from the
south-east, and it is now a somewhat hackneyed
route, where all the wild plants and flowers are
well known. To the north and west the flora is
different, and the writer, who climbed to about
12,000 feet to the west, managed to collect a number of plants of interest, among which was a
bramble with a delicious yellow fruit the sjze of
a large strawberry.
Some rumblings and seismic disturbances began
in 1942 and 1943 and these led to a closer
examination of the crater. Lieut. P. C; Spink,
R.N.V.R., made two visits to the ash-pit and con,.
firmed the reports that the volcanic forces were
still alive. He found the ash-pit had well-preserved
edges and steep walls, and that it was concentric
in shape, enclosed in two wider rings, which indicate at least three periods of comparatively recent
activity. There were smoking fumaroles wherein

The Chagga people celebrate a wedding. The bride (centre) wears her husband's hat.
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Commerce and sport in Aden Harbour.

Yacht Sailing

S

UNDA Y morning yacht racing in Aden is an
institution. Shortly before 10 o'clock there is
activity in the boats moored off the Union
Khorsmaksar Club Headquarters and off the Post
Office Pier; while yachts of various rigs and designs, from the Command Services Club moorings
in the bay below Ras Tarshyne, appear round the
arm of the breakwater. They jockey for position
up and down the line opposite the Club ready for
the start of yet another Aden Yacht Club race.
Little is known of the history of the Aden Yacht
Club before 1928, although it seems that sailing
was popular in Aden as far back as the early years
of the century. The Aden Sailing Association ·was
certainly in existence well before the first world
war, for the Lamington Cup, presented by the late
Lord Lamington, was competed for in 1907, while
the Association's Average Cup was sailed for in
1911. possibly due to the war, yacht racing at
Aden appears to have stopped in 1915, and it is
not until thirteen years later, in December 1928,
that we hear of the old Association being affiliated
to the Yacht Racing Association in the United
Kingdom, under the name of the Aden Yacht
Club. Since then racing has been carried out under
Yacht Racing Association ' Rules.
At a time when enthusiasts in the United Kingdom are busy fitting out their yachts for the coming summer's sailing, those in Aden are thinking
of laying up their craft; their season is during the
cooler months, from October to the end of April.
Unfortunately, there is no single class, and the
yachts are of miscellaneous design.
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The pattern of Aden yachting is much the same
as that of other sailing centres-much enthusiasm,
prohibitive costs, little money and in consequence
relatively few boats, a dozen or so being an
average turn-out for a club race.
Aden craft fall roughly into three categories:
the Seabird class with an overall length of 21ft. ;
the fast, light, 15ft. 6in. sharpies rigged with Longstrom masts; and the somewhat heavier and
slower miscellaneous designs.
The original Seabird, which sailed under this
name, was brought from the United Kingdom more
than twenty years ago by the Eastern Telegraph
Company. In 1934 she was part-owned by the
present Air Officer Commanding, then Flight
Lieutenant Macfadyan, who had with him as crew
Air Commodore Portal, now Viscount Portal of
Hungerford. A few years later she became the
property of Mr. J. R. Kynaston, many times vice
commodore of the Club. Under the ownership of
Commander Ryan, R.N., she was shipped in 1940
to Massawa.
When that Red Rea port was in Italian hands,
she met the tragic and ironical fate of being sunk
in the harbour by No. 8 Squadron R.A.F. , based
on Aden.
The Sea bird class still afloat has no such history, although it is worthy of record that Seagull
and Curlew, imported in 1932 and 1934 respectively, continue to race regularly and to retain
their places among the winners. This is particularly noteworthy when the harsh climatic conditions during , the long laying-up periods are

The beauty of bellying sail in Aden Harbour.

taken into consideration. The waters of Aden, too,
are generally unkind to hulls, and maintenance
presents a continuous problem. Seagull was owned
for a long time by Mr. G. R. Waddell, whose wife
was a helmsman whom newcom~rs were well advised to watch and follow. Knowledge of local
conditions is always invaluable in yacht racing,
and can normally be learnt only the hard way.
Curlew, originally Bermuda rigged, was at' one
time the property of Viscount Portal of Hungerford, but since 1935 has been owned by the Royal
Artillery Yacht Club in the United Kingdom and

is on loan to the Royal Artillery Yacht Club in
Aden. Newcomers in this class are Fulmar, built
in Cochin and imported in 1948 by Mr. Jack Harley, and Osprey, built in the Aden Port Trust
workshops for H.E. Mr. Tom Hickinbotham, the
present governor. With her tall Bermuda rig and
relatively narrow sail plan she is particularly
gracefuL
His Excellency is himself no newcomer to the
Colony, and his name on the club files records his
active enthusiasm in sailing in Aden over a num,ber of years. For a considerable time he owned and
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sailed a dhow-class boat named Nur el Bahr which
if somewhat handicapped in confined wat~rs, wa~
often able to show a clean stern to all other craft
when reaching. As far back as 1935 he argued
with Air Commodore Portal that a dhow-class
boat could compete on equal terms with a Seabird
on a course half Inner and half Outer Harbour.
The result of this challenge was a fifteen-mile race
which, sailed in heavy weather, was won by
Curlew by three minutes. The proof of the pudding is in the eating and it is sad that the pleasant
loveliness of the dhow class is seen no more in
these waters. They were especially popular with
the Services on account of the large crews often
necessary.
A dhow-class boat was once owned by Sir Bernard Reilly, governor for many years, and a past ·
president of the club. She sailed under the name
of Mary Rose, although the most poignant and
lively memory of her sailing activities lies in the
fact that she was better known as " Bloody Mary."
Every sailing club has its classics, but perhaps the

best the Aden Club can produce is that of L.T.I.
Tyson, who, finding himself in a helmsman's nightmare, and collision with a rapidly oncoming
steamer appearing inevitable, responded casually
to his crew's somewhat anxious inquiries with the
remark, " You can always shove off."
Winds generally are good, those encountered in
the Outer Harbour being truer sailing breezes than
those experienced in the Inner Harbour, where the
influence of the barren hills and of the ships at
their moorings may be felt. The reason is found,
of course, in the north-east monsoon, which
normally blows at force 6 to 7 on the Beaufort
Scale (25/30 m.p.h.). Afternoon winds are usually
more constant than those in the forenoon, which
is one of the reasons why the Thursday afternoon
races of the Command Services Club are so popular. Tides are not unduly strong, having a rise and
fall of seven feet or so at springs. Inner Harbour
courses, apart from the exciting disregard for the
nile of the road sometimes shown by the masters
of sea-going dhows, may seem tedious against a

The Yacht Club, Aden
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1942-43 by Mr. Clare Timberlake, then American
Consul in Aden and vice commodore of the
Aden Yacht Club. The Phipson Trophy, presented
before the war by ' Lieutenant-Colonel E. S. Phip~
son, inspires the annual Ladies' Race.
It might seem that sailing in Aden is entirely
devoted to racing; this is not so, although it is a
dominating factor. The outlying coasts are uninviting to long trips, and there are no neighbouring
ports or seaside towns to visit as is the case around
the shores of Great Britain. Pleasure sailing is
limited to afternoon sailing-the sun is set by 6.30
p.m.-with occasional day trips to_the far side of
Little Aden. Of recent years, thanks to the
governor, the Annual Regatta has been re-instituted and is doing much to teach the Aden Arab
and Somali that the Harbour is not only a place
in which to earn a livelihood but is aJso a place
for enjoyment. The dhow races, the pulling races
and the motor-boat races are greeted with enthusiasm by participant and onlooker alike, and the
Inner Harbour on regatta days is a cheerful,
colourful place wherein the more serious aspects
of life temporarily give way to the pleasant, less
exacting joys of sport and competition.

strong ebb, but there is usually ample compensation in the quick run home before the wind and
tide.
The Service Sailing Club is the result of the enthusiasm of Commander J. A. B. Willson, R.N.
(Retired), who was port officer at Aden for a
number of years. His keenness in all matters connected with sailing is almost proverbial and his
protests on occasion have become classical. If
novices considered that they were sometimes
hardly treated by the owner-helmsman of Mona,
later rechristened Grace, they nevertheless learnt
the sacredness of the starboard tack, for John
Willson never forgot that the avowed object of the
Aden Yacht Club is to promote a knowledge of
seamanship and experience in racing. Commander
Willson's exceptional enthusiasm led to the origin
of the Service Sailing Club during the 1945-46
season and to mid-week sailing races.
A word should be said concerning the sailing
cups and trophies. They are many, but a few are
of especial interest in view of their donors and
the circumstances in which they were presented.
Mention has already been made of the Lamington
Cup and of the Aden Sailing Association Average
Cup. The Red Sea Sloops Trophy, a hand~ome
model of a Maltese Gozo boat, worked in silver,
recalls the days when H.M. sloops, drawn from
the Mediterranean Fleet, patrolled the .Red Sea to
put down the traffic in slaves across that narrow
but important water. One of the conditions-now
unfortunately not obtaining-lays down that the
trophy, sailed for in two races, shall be competed
for when at least one of H.M. escort vessels on the
Red Sea Patrol is in Aden. The Royal Navy Cup,
the Aylmer Cup and the Ausonia Cup also bring
to mind the long connection with the Royal Navy
enjoyed by the Aden Yacht Club. These trophies
are pleasant tangible reminders of past seasons.
The passing of an age is, perhaps, noted in the
form of the E.T.C. Cup and the Rhodesia Cupboth presented by the Eastern Telegraph Company-and older members of the club find a certain sadness in the fact that one no longer speaks
of the E.T.C. The Reilly . Cup, presented to the
Aden Yacht Club in 1931 by Sir Bernard Reilly,
is one of the most coveted prizes and is competed
for over the Club's longest course, covering ten
sea miles and embracing ~innacle Rock anq the
little islet of Jazirat Salil, both off the rocky (and
lee) shores of Little Aden. The America Cup gives
Aden yachtsmen a permanent connection with
sailing in the United States; it was presented in

IlDEN
GATEWAY TO THE EAST

The Port of Aden, poised at the
southern entrance to the Red
Sea, holds the key to East-West
trade, and offers unique facilities for the: tr~nshipment of
cargo and the maintenance and
repair of ships. One of the
largest bunk;ering stations in the
world, some 350 ocean-going
ships are refuelled there each
month.
Formerly an appendage of
British India, Aden is now a
Crown Colony. It has an area
of 75 square miles with a population of 80,516. It has been
under British administration
since 1839.
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Port of Aden Traffic
IMPORTS AND EXPORTS
Total value, excluding land trade, from August 1950 to July 1951
IMPORTS

EXPORTS

Month

Rupees

Sterling

Rupees

Sterling

AUGUST . .. ...
SEPTEMBER ...
OcrOBER .. ....
NOVEMBER
DECEMBER .. .

52,230,000
58,305,000
48,962,000
51,578,000
43,518,000

3,917,250
4,372,875
3,672,150
3,868,350
3,263,850

22,015,000
21,296,000
23,996,000
24,902,000
29,262,000

1,651,125
1,597,200
1,799,700
1,867,650
2,194,650

JANUARy ......
FEBRUARy ... ..
MARCH .... .. ...
APRIL .. .......
MAy .. .. .. .. .. ..
JUNE .. .. .. . . .. .
JULY . . . . ..... . .

74,670,000
53,930,000
64,974,000
67,047,000
71,313,000
62,034,000
36,583,000

5,600,250
4,044,750
4,873,050
5,028,525
5,348,475
4,652,550
2,743,725

36,683,000
28,440,000
29,253,000
29,731,000
33,681,000
27,759,000
21,215,000

2,751,225
2,133,000
2,193,975
2,229,825
2,526,075
2,081,925
1,591,125

Year

\~ADEN .

1950

\~

PORT TRUST ~I

cJ3EJtTHI@

PL-A~

r{

1951

u

o

T

E

R
,./'

<

51 ,385,800

685,144,000

328,233,000

24,61 7,475
----

NUMBER OF VESSELS (Steam and Motor) AND COUNTRY CRAFT
USING THE PORT FROM APRIL 1951 to MARCH 1'952
Country Craft
(Dhows)

Vessels
under 200 tons

Vessels
over 200 tons

Total of all Merchant
Vessels and
Government Vessels
(excluding Country Craft)

Year

Month

Nos.

APRIL ... 232
MAY ... 240
128
JUNE
66
JULY
73
AUG.
SEPT.
113
147
OCT.
148
Nov.
DEC
176
145
1952 JAN.
178
FEB.
MAR.
176
1951

Tonnage
16,599
18,537
10,176
6,647
6,496
9,327
11,953
12,055
15,407
11,833
14,911
13,294

Net Register
Tonnage Nos.
Nos.
13
26
13
9
8
15
17
13
12
11
8
12

1,634
2,892
1,743
1,303
1,045
1,884
1,767
1,497
1,372
1,395
866
1,353

357
416
398
386
333
331
341
375
382
392
388
407

157

18,751

4,506

- -- -

1,822

147,235

Net Register
Tonnage

Nos.

Net Register
Tonnage

1,570,424
1,858,525
1,808,276
1,699,036
1,491,601
1,499,652
1,588,459
1,706,342
1,781,535
1,793,605
1,816,132
1,928,572

370
442
411
395
341
346
358
388
394
403
396
419

1,572,058
1,861,417
1,810,019
1,700,339
1,492,646
1,501,536
1,590,226
1,707,839
1,782,907
1,795,000
1,816,998
1,929,925

4,663

20,560,910

- -- - -

---

20,542,159
-----
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Year

1950

1951

Year

1951 .

1952

LUKETHOMAS&COMPANYLTD

LUKE THOMAS &

Established 1871

CO~IPANYLTD

Established 1871

IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERS
LLOYD'S AGENTS

SHIP REPAIRERS

Steamer Point

AGENTS
INSTITUTE OF

FLOATING DOCK

Length 224ft.
Breadth 48ft.
Lifting capacity 800 tons

ADEN

LONDON
UNDERWRITERS

GENERAL & ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS

& CONTRACTORS

359

REFRIGERATED

459

& MERCANTILE

DEPOT PROPRIETORS

TELEGRAMS:

LONDON &

THOMAS ADEN

GOVERNMENT

INSURANCE CO.

" DREFT "

LIGHT FOOT DOMESTIC, COMMERCIAL AND
INDUSTRIAL REFRIGERATION AND
AIR-CONDITIONING

IZAL PRODUCTS

" ESSE"

TOLLY EXPORT ALE

NICHOLSON' S GIN AND WHISKY

AND WELLSTOOD COOKERS

" CONDOR"
COAL BUNKER

PROVINCIAL

SWIFT AUSTRALIAN CO. PTY. LTD.

SACCONE AND SPEED'S WINES
THE APOLLINARIS CO . LTD.

BELLING AND CO. LTD.

STORAGE

505 (Hedjuff Workshop)

INSURANCE CO.

YOKES GASMASTER DISTRIBUTION
RECTIFIERS

CABLES

"ROBBIALAC" PAINTS, ENAMELS
AND VARNISHES

TELEPHONE NUMBERS :
NORTH BRITISH

REPRESENTING
HENLEY'S WIRES AND

FREIGHT AGENTS

" PRESTA " AERATED WATERS AND
SQUASHES

LAMPS

AVELING BARFORD, LTD.

WALTERS' "PALM" TOFFEE, LTD.

" SISALKRAFT" BUILDING PAPERS

GILBERT J. MCCAUL AND CO. LTD.

MILLARS' CONCRETE MIXERS,
CONTRACTOR'S PUMPS,
ROLLER PAN MIXERS, TOWER HOIST,
ASPHALT AND TARMACADAM PLANT

HORLICKS, LTD.
CONA COFFEE MACHINE CO. LTD.

"PRIMUS"

WYVERN FOUNTAIN PEN CO. LTD.

PHILLIPS PATENTS, LTD.

STOVES AND LAMPS

CRITTAL MANUFACTURING CO. LTD.

YARDLEY'S PERFUMERY AND TOILET
PREP ARA TIONS

" NEOPOST " FRANKING MACHINES

SHIPPING AGENTS
Agencies include :
ALFRED HOLT

& CO .

.LYLE SHIPPING CO

. (Blue Funnel)

LTD.

NIPPON YUSEN KAISHA

BEN LINE LTD.

HIDES

NOUVELLE COMPAGNIE HA VRAISE
PENINSULA IRE

BIBBY LINE
THOS. & JNO. BROCKLEBANK LTD.

OSAKA SHOSEN KAISHA

BURNESS SHIPPING CO. LTD.

and

COFFEE

SIR R. ROPNER & CO. LTD.

J. & J. DENHOLM LTD.

SKINS

ROYAL MAIL LINES LTD.

ELDER DEMPSTER LINES LTD.

WALTER RUNCIMAN & CO

ELLERMAN'S WILSON LINE LTD.

LTD.

SVITZER'S BJERGNINGS ENTREPRISE

(Salvage Vessel" Protector ")

FURNESS WITHY & CO. LTD.
KERR STEAMSHIP CO. INC.

UNION CASTLE LINE

ADEN
Head Office:

SUFFOLK HOUSE, 5 LAURENCE POUNTNEY HILL
CANNON STREET, LONDON, E.C.4

52

and

ADDIS ABABA
Head Office:

SUFFOLK HOUSE, 5 LAURENCE POUNTNEY HILL
CANNON STREET, LONDON, E.C.4
53

A Ransomes can take it!
Cable Address: XEBEC, Aden

Telephone No. 256

The

Arabian Trading
Company Limited
(Incorporated in England)

GENERAL

MER~HANTS

•

I~IPORTERS

FJ"XPORTEKS

UM MAiNTENANCE

Branch Offices at :

MlNlM

Simple Battery

ETHIOPIA:
Addis Ababa
Diredawa

UNNlNG COSTS

Dessie

MlNlMUM R

In current

Wherever bottle-necks appear, whenever there are
products to be lifted, stacked or moved-a ~AN
SOMES Forklift Truck reigns supreme ..QUlckly,
economically, without noise or fumes It keeps
production lines ~lear and conserves space by
stacking heavy objects where before they had to
stay on the floor. Every moment of the day
"RANSOMES ARE TAKING IT."

NO fUMES, NOlSE OR SMOKE

ERITREA:
Asmara

operation

Massawa

lNSTANT

Made in 10, 20 and 40-nvt. sizes.
Ask for details.
Distributors in mifst Countries.

STOP-STAR~

No IdlingPOwer-Unlt

BRITISH SOMALILAND PROTECTORATE:
Berbera

Hargeisa

Burao

TE ACCESSlBlUTY
COMPLE
OMPONENTS
Of ALL C

'itansomes
BATTERY - POWERED

FRENCH SOMALILAND:
Djibouti

LUBR\CATlON
arts
GROUPED
.

of a11

·naccesslble p

ELECTRIC

FORKLIFT

TRUCKS

1

RANSOMES SIMS AND JEFFERIES UMITED, ORWELL WORKS, IPSWICH, ENGLAND
Telegrams: RANSOMES, IPSWICH

54
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By Appointmen t
Scot ch Whisky D ist ill e rs
t o t he late King George VI
Wm. Sanderson & Son, Ltd .

THE
EASTERN
BANK LTD.

Ships
passing through
Aden

Head Office:
2 and 3 CROSBY SQUARE
LONDON, E.C.3

enj oy facilities
provided

by
the Aden Port Trust

SPECIALLY
NOTED FOR ITS
OIL, COAL BUNKERING AND
TRANSHIPMENT
SERVICES

Subscribed Capital

£2,000,000

Paid up Capital

£1,000,000

Reserve Fund

£ 1,200,000

All descriptions of Banking
and Exchange business undertaken

Branches in:
IRAQ, PERSIAN GULF, ADEN
INDIA, PAKISTAN, CEYLON
SINGAPORE and MALAYA

Speedy attention at all times
whether by day or night

~(j)~~

FOR FULL PARTICULARS APPLY:

Chairman, Aden Port Trust

~Q)~~

ADEN

Aden Office:
Corner of Street No. 2 and Street No. 6
CRATER

WM. SANDERSON & SON LTD. , QUALITY STREET, LEITH

London Office : BATH HOUSE, PICCADILLY, W.I

56
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CALTEX
MARINE FUELS /

L. Savon & Hies
(Ll.DEN SHIPPING) (jO. LTD.
(Incorporated in Aden)
Postal Address: Barrack Hill, Aden.

Telephone 332

Cable Addresses: .. SAVON," ADEN; .. SAVRIES," ADEN; .. MESSAGERIE," ADEN

at principal ports
East of Suez

Coal Bunkering Contractors
Shipowners

Charterers

Stevedores

:-

Shipping Agents

Lighter and Tug 'O wners

Regular Service to all Red Sea Ports by own Coastal Vessels.

ADEN
BAHREIN
BOMBAY
CALCUTTA
CAPETOWN
COCHIN
COLOMBO
DURBAN
HONG KONG
KARACHI
KOBE
lOURENCO
MARQUES

MADRAS
MANILA
MOMBASA
OSAKA
PORT
ELIZABETH
RAS TANURA
SIDON
SINGAPORE

SUEZ
YOKOHAMA
YOKOSUKA

London Representatives:
MOXEY, SAVON & CO. LTD.
24 St. Mary Axe, LONDON, E.C.3.
.

With Branches and Affiliated
Companies in:

'

Shipping Agents:
American Hawaiian Steamship Co.
Chargeurs Reunis.
L. Dreyfus & Cie.
Cie Generale Transatlantique.
Lloyd Triestino.
Lloyd Mediterraneo.
Maersk Line.
Messageries Maritimes.

ALEXANDRIA}
PORT SAID
L. Savon & Co.
SUEZ
DJIBOUTI: Soc. Maritime L. Savon & Ries.
HODEIDAH: Paul Ries & Sons (Aden) Ltd.
BERBERA: Paul Ries & Sons (Aden) Ltd.
ADDIS ABABA:

Middle East and Cuibbean Shipping.
Montreal Shipping Co.
Polar Steamship Corporation.
Vlassopulo Brothers,
etc.

Soc. Maritime L. Savon & Ries
ALSO DEPOTS IN
ALGERIA, TUNISIA and MOROCCO

~.AAAAAA.AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA~

'~PING schedules over a large part of the
world are maintained because of Caltex Fuel
and Diesel Oils. These high quality petroleum
products are readily available at modern
ocean terminals throughout the Eastern
Hemisphere. Caltex marine lubricants are also
available at more than 350 world ports as are the
services of skilled technicians-to insure full
effiCiency and economy of operation
through the use of these products.

CALTEX

58
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PETROLEUM
PRODUCTS (

Fly British
.- "

TAKES GOOD CARE
OF YOU
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TO

CAI RO · ROM E · LON DON · NAI ROBt
;:::-- AIR CONDITIONED

•

SOUND PROOFED

•

REGULAR SERVICES TO:-

PRESSURISED ~

ADEN . ADDIS ABABA . ASMARA
ASSAB

. PORT SUDAN

. CAIRO

JEDDAH . DJIBOUTI . KHARTOUM
KAMARAN . HARGEISA . MUKALLA
MUKEIRAS . MOMBASA . NAIROBI

A
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TEL. "COWASJEE "

Telephone No. : ADEN 302

ESTD.

1854

-PHONE

362

Telegrams: "JYOTI"

SUNDERJI KALIDAS & SONS
IMPORT

EXPORT

COWASJEE DINSHAW & BROS.

Section B, Street No. 1

Sonk-el.r~aaDl.,

(jalnp., Aden

DIRECT IMPORTERS AND STOCKISTS OF :
Bush Radios Ltd., London Bush Radio Receiving Sets
Agfa Camerawerk, Munchen, Germany Agfa Cameras and Accessories
Farbenfabriken Bayer, Leverkuscn, Gennany
Dyes, Pharmaceutical Products and
Photo Goods
Badische Anitin & Soda Fabrik, Ludwigshafen ~. Rhein, Germany
Indigo and Dyestuffs
Naphtol-Chemie, Offenbach, Germany Naphtol Colours and Auxiliaries
CasseIla Farbwcrk,Mainkur, Germ:my Dyestuffs and Auxiliaries
China India Trading Co. Ltd., Hong Kong China Silk, Georgette, Ready-made Goods,
Curios, etc.
L. Diani, Milano, Italy Cotton Textiles, Rayon Piecegoods, Rayon Yarn and Sundry Articles
Torpedo Werke, Germany
"Torpedo" Typewriters
British Thomson Houston Export Co. Ltd., London
Cine Projectors and Electrical Goods
G. M. Pfaff, Kaiserslautern PfafI Sewing Machines
Christian Dierig, A. G.
Grey Sheetings, Printed and Plain Cotton Piecegoods

steamer Point

ADEN
(Branches: BOMBAY, ZANZIBAR, DARESSALAAM, HODEIDAH, BERBERA, . DJIBOUTI)

Agents for several important shipping companies
also
SHIP OWNERS, DRY DOCK OWNERS, TUG AND LIGHTER OWNERS,
STEVEOORES, WAREHOUSEMEN, SHIPCHANDLERS, LANDING AND
SHIPPING

CONTRACTORS,

WATER

SUPPLIERS

TO

SHIPPING,

NAVAL, ARMY AND R.A.F. CONTRACTORS, STEAM LAUNDRY AND

PALLONJEE DINSHAW

AND

PRINTING PRESS OWNERS, CLEARING AND FORWARDING AGENTS,

COMPANY

LANDLORDS, PROVISIONS AND GENERAL MERCHANTS, CHEMISTS
AND DRUGGISTS.

General Merchants and Commission Agents

POI NT

STEAMER

AND

Agents for:
THE

GRAMOPHO~E

•

ADEN

Agents for:
WHITE HORSE DISTILLERS LTD., of Glasgow
Scotch Whisky.
WM. McEwAN & CO. LTD., of Edinburgh
"Army Ale."
WM. YOUNGER & CO. LTD., of Edinburgh
Milk Stout.
L. ROgE & Co. LTD., of London
Phosferine Tonic Wine. Lime Juice.
COW AND GATE LIMITED, of Guildford
Tropical Milk Food.
TELOTA COSMETIC CO., of Blackpool
Hair Pomade and Creme.
.

COMPANY LTD.,

of Hayes, Middlesex, England.
Calcutta, India.
THE EMPIRE OF INDIA LIFE ASSURANCE
CO. LTD., of Bombay, India.
THE CHISWICK POLISH CO. LTD.,

of London.
Cardinal Tile Polish, Mansion Polish for
Furniture, Cherry Blossom Boot Polish.
THE "ELSAN" MFG. CO., of London
Chemical System of Sanitation.
"4711 " GENUINE EAU DE COLOGNE,

of Cologne on Rhine.

PROVISIONS

CAMP

AND

GENERAL

Agents for:

Representatives of:

W ell-known British and Indian Insurance
Compan ies.

Ford Company of Canada and Dagenham,
. Essex.
Michelin Tyt:~s and Tubes.
Champion Plugs.
Wakefield's well-known brand of Lubricants
(Castrol).
British Paints Ltd.
Enfield's Electric Cables.
Radex Oil Additives.

Angliss Australian Provisions.
Ruston and Hornsby Engines.
Pye Radios.
Famous Black and White Whisky.
Whitbreads and Falcon Beer.
Martell Brandy.

STORES

PRICES MODERATE
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Freight and Passenger Services
Aden has for nearly a hundred years been a port of call
for ships of the B.1. Company : •

SERVICES .
EASTWARDS to India, Pakistan, Ceylon, Straits,
China, Japan, Burma and Australasia;
and to the Persian Gulf via Bombay.

•

WESTWARDS to Port Sudan, Egypt, Marseilles,
U.K. and N. Continental ports.

•

SOUTHWARDS to Kenya, Tanganyika, Zanzibar,
Portuguese E. Africa and Natal.

T hese destinations may be reached either direct or
t hrough connecting B.1. services.

B.I.

B.I.S.N. CO. LTD.

•

122 LEADENHALL STREET, LONDON, E.C.3

AGENTS AT ADEN • COWASJEE

DINSHAW & BROS. Steamer Point

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
Page

Page
A. BESSE

& Co. (ADEN) , LTD.

ADEN AIRWAYS

2

61

...

6

HALAL SHIPPING Co., LTD., THE . . .

L.

SAVON

& RIES (ADEN SHIPPING) Co., LTD.

58

ADEN PORT TRUST

56

LUKE THOMAS & Co., LTD.

52

ANGLO-IRANIAN OIL Co., LTD.

51

LUKE THOMAS

& Co ., LTD.

53

ARADIAN TRADING Co., LTD., THE

54

MITCHELL COITS & Co. (MIDDLE EAST), LTD.

5

B .I.S.N. Co., LTD

64

M UNCHERJEE EDUI.JEE MANECKJEE

8

BRITISH OVERSEAS AIRWAYS CORPORATION

60

NATIONAL BANK OF INDIA LTD.

CALTEX OIL (ADEN) LTD.

59

PALLONJEE DINSHA W

PAUL RIES & SONS (ADEN) LTD.

4

10

PENINSULAR &

9

11

RANSOMES SIMS & JEFFERIES, LTD.

COWASJEE DINSHAW & BROS.

63

SAID Am-1ED O. BAZARA & BROS. ...

EASTERN BANK LTD., 1;'HE

57

C. IRELAND (ADEN)

Vm . .. .

CORY BROTHERS & Co., LTD. , ADEN
CoRY BROTHERS

& Co., LTD., LONDON

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., LTD.

7

12

62

& Co.

ORIENTAL STEAM NAVIGATION CO.

55
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SUNDERJI KALIDAS & SONS
WM. SANDERSON & SONS, LTD., VAT

Published by the House Magazine Publishing Agency, Carsona, Crawley Down. Sussex. for the
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